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Executive Summary
 

This report traces the development of a 7 hictare ground
water demonstration plot in the village of Pukdale, Timor, NTT
 
throughout the first year of ita existence. The demplot was
 
created by P2AT, the groundwater division of the Department of
 
Public Works of the Government of Indonecia. P2AT provided a new
 
irrigation system to enable to
farmers grow palawija (secondary)
 
crops during the dry season; and a staff member of this agency
 
worked with the farmers to create a water 
 users association
 
(P3A). P2AT intends to take full responsibility for operations
 
and maintenance of the demplot for approximately two years.
 

The new irrigation system inciudes a 50-meter tubewell on
 
diesel-powered centri
which a ugal pump has been installed as
 

well as 600 meters of concrete-lined irrigation canals. This
 
system provided water for two crops of 
corn during the dry months
 

year; it
of the and afforded the farmers their first experience
 
with groundwater irrigation. The P3A worked with a P2AT staf~f
 
member to develop a rotational irrigation schedule and the
 
association has begun to play a major 
role in managing water
 
allocation. Also, the association collected a small post-harvest
 
subscription fee from each demplot farmer to start a fund for
 
pump repairs and other contingencies from which the P3A can draw
 
once P2AT has transferred responsibility For the demplot to the
 
farmers. No mechanism has been developed yet to recover opera
tion and maintenance costs, however.
 

A qualitative methodology, process documentation, was em
ployed to monitor the development of the demplot. This approach
 
enabled the consultant to chronicle and describe demplot activi
ties, to-identify the participants involved and to describe their
 
interactions, and to discuss the problems and issues that emerged
 
during the first year of project launch and implementation. Pro
cess documentation was intended to of
not be used as a means 

passing judgement on the performance of P2AT pLrsonnel or on the
 
demplot project itself. Rather, the principal aim of the re
search was to determine and describe lessons learned from the
 
demplot experience that might be incorporated in the planning,
 
implementation, and coordination of fut-ire 
P2AT projects.
 

Based upon this research, two major areas for improvement
 
within P2AT have been identified:
 

1) Planning and program direction - It is suggested that
 
P2AT in NTT develop a comprehensive plan and a specific set of
 
guidelines for groundwater development in the province. This
 
would enable the staff to devise long- and short-term plans for
 
effective and appropriate utilization of resources and personnel;
 
and it would facilitate regular 
evaluation of office performance
 



and the monitoring of progress toward programmatic objectives.
 

2) Review and evaluation of current staff - Some aspects
 
of P2AT's operations have suffered from shortages of appropriate
ly trained or experienced personnel. A general review of the
 
qualificdtions and experience of all staff members might enable
 
the P2AT administration to determine areas in which 
further
 
training of existing staff members and/or the introduction of new
 
personnel would be needed to fulfil its long- and short-term
 
plans for groundwater development. At the same time, P2AT should
 
develop specific and compi-ehensive job descriptions for all staff
 
positions. This would facilitate btaff reorganization, if deemed
 
appropriate; and it would enable the administration to conduct
 
regular evaluations of the progress and performance of each staff
 
member.
 

In terms of developing viable groundwater irrigation sites,
 
it is suggested that P2AT consider the following:
 

1) Development of comprehensive site selection procedures -

Technical feasibility has played the primary, if not the exclu
sive, role in P2AT's determination of drilling sites to date.
 
P2AT's choice of the PuKdale site was determined by the existence
 
of an aquifer in a relatively vast flat agricultural area to
 
which the village head gave P2AT access. These are primary con
siderations for choosing the general location for a project site.
 
The choice of the specific location of the well within the broad
 
potential area, not on a careful
hcwever, was based examination
 
of other variables relating to the future sustainability of an
 
irrigation system. It is suggested that P2AT develop a mechanism
 
for systematically comparing and evaluating various potential
 
drilling locations in order t: determine which sites would bene
fit the largest number of people and would be sustainable by
 
those people in the future.
 

2) Experimentation with cost-effective technologies - P2AT 
should consider the relevance of undertaking cost-benefit analy
ses of proposed irrigation systems both in terms of the costs to
 
P2AT of the installation and initial operations and maintenance
 
and of the future costs to the beneficiaries. P2AT followed a
 
Javanese model in developing the PuKdale irrigation system,
 
although ecological features, socio-economic conditions, and
 
agricultural practices and capabilities differ significantly
 
between Timor and Java.
 

3) Preparation of beneficiaries to utilize and manage the
 
systems that are introduced - The farmers in PuKdale have not
 
been informed effectively of the extent of their future respon
sibility for the operations and maintenance of the dempiot. Their
 
obligatory contribution to the P3A fund is only about four to six,
 
percent of the estimated cost of operating the system, arid *. is
 
payable after they have sold their harvests and have available
 



cash. To date, most of the burden of providing information and
 
support to demplot farmers has been borne by one individual from
 
the P2AT irrigation staff. Farmers have depended upon him for
 
assistance in all aspects of demplot operations. In order for
 
P2AT to develop other groundwater sites in the future, 311
 
appropriate staff members should be coordinated to provide (or
 
enlist frem other agencies) logistical, agricultural, and
 
institutional monitoring and support. rurthermore, there should
 
be a concerted effort to prepare farmers for their future manage
ment of demplot operations by withdrawing support gr3dually arid
 
consistently.
 

It should be emphasized that the provincial branch of P2AT
 
in NTT cannot act alone in improving its existing operations, in
 
effecting institutional change, in experimentation with new
 
technologies, and so on. At the national level, policy decisions
 
regarding the long-term decentralization of authority may be.
 
required.
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I. Introorction
 

This is the third of four reports regarding the groundwater

demonstration plot established by P2AT 
in the village of PuKdale,
 
Kabupaten Kupang Timur, Nusa Tenggara Timur, The first report1
 
described the methodologies employed in monitoring demplot devel
opment and in conducting a socio-economic baseline survey of the
 
households involved in the demplot. The second 
 report presented
 
the findings of this survey. These findings will be compared to
 
data collected in a follow-up survey of the demplot households.
 
The second survey will take place at the end of the third harvest
 
of demplot crops. In the consultant's final report, data from
 
the two s.urveys will be compared in order to assess the socio
economic impact of the groundwater irrigation system on its bene
ficiaries. Specifically, the final report will analyze changes

in production strategies between the first, secona and third
 
cropping seasons and will discuss the implications for future
 
sustainability of the system. The report also will 
provide an
 
overview of the consultancy, summarize lessons learned and make
 
recommendations for future monitoring activities 
 for this site
 
and the demplots which P2AT will be developing.
 

This third report presents process documentation of the
 
implementation of the groundwater irrigation system in PuKdale
 
over the course of its first year of operation. To date, process

documentation has been used most extensively by researchers work
ing in the Philippines and Sri Lanka. By their definition, it
 
refers to a method of chronicling activities of a sub- or pilot

project. Process documentation researchers describe activities
 
observed, identify the participants involved and describe their
 
interactions, and discuss the problems and issues that emerged in
 
the course of the implementation of the subproject. The goalz,

focus, and methodology of process documentation differ signifi
cantly from other forms of evaluation research. Process documen
tation research is qualitative, unlike other evaluation research
 
that employs surveys to collect quantitative data. Process docu
mentation is not intended to pass judgement on either the per
formance of the agency personnel or on the subprojects that they

implement. Rather, the principal 
aim of process documentation
 
research is to and describe learned
determine lessons 
 from the
 

See consultant's preceding reports: Groundwater Demonstra
tion Plot, Kabupaten Kupang, Timor, Nusa Tenggara Timur: Monitor
ing Report No. I - Definition of Methodology; December, 1985 and
 
Monitoring Report No. 2 - Results of the 
 Baseline Socio-Economic
 
Survey of Demplot Households; April, 1986.
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subproject that could be incorporated in the planning, implemen
tation, and coordination of future subprojects.
 

In its application to the Pukdale demplot, process documen
tation research followed the introduction of a new irrigation
 
system and the creation of a water users' association by the
 
implementing agency, P2AT. Attention was focussed on the users
 
and intended beneficiaries of the new technology as well as on
 
the staff of the implementing agency, all of whom have been
 
involved in the development of the demplot project.
 

The report is divided into four principal sections. These
 
consist of:
 

a) 	I1. Chronological Overview of Demplot Development 
covering the construction and maintenance of the
 
irrigation system by P2AT, the establishment of the P3A
 
(water user association) farmers' agricultural activi
ties, and other aspects of the development of the demplot
 
during its first year of existence.
 

b) 	II1. P2AT's Functions and Activities - including a brief
 
description of P2AT in NTT and a description and assess
ment of P2AT's role in the development of the demplot
 
during the launch and implementation phase of the irri
gation system.
 

c) IV. Farmers' Role in Demplot Development - regarding
 
their interaction with P2AT, their interaction w'th other
 
farmers, the establishment of their water users' associa
tion, and impact of the ;rrigation system in terms of the
 
costs and benefits to the users.
 

d) V. Conclusion - recapitulates the formal and institution
al factors that influence the future sustainability of
 
the Pukdale irrigation system; reviews aspects of the
 
experiment that render it unique; and proposes ways in
 
which P2AT might be strengthened to develop and implement
 
a successful groundwater program in the future.
 



II. Chronological Overview of Demplat Development
 

The following month to month summary of the activities of
 
P2AT and of the farmers at the Pukdale demplot was extracted from
 
longer regular reports submitted by the consultant to P2AT-NTT
 
and/or to USAID. See Annex A, Consultant's Monitoring Reports:
 
May, 1985 - April, 1986, for a complete set of these documents.
 

The reports contain fairly detailed descriptions of the
 
activities of the farmers, the P3A, and P2AT irrigation staff
 
from each week or month in the first ten months of the demplot's
 
existence. Tho reports cover two full cropping seasons during
 
the dry months in which the demplot pumping system was used to
 
irrigate corn. The last reports in the series cover the prepara
tion and planting of a third rainy season crop (paddy rice). -

Also included are five reports written by Hari Suwito, P2AT 
Irrigation Division staff member, who oversaw all phases of
 
demplot activity and worked with the consultant on the farmer
 
survey. These reports were provided to USAID during periods of
 
the consultant's absence from NTT. They were intended not only
 
to sustain the regular flow of monitoring logs, but also to
 
provide Mr. Suwito with experience in conducting and reporting on
 
monitoring activities himself. Annex B, Pukdale Demplot: Sum
mary Description, contains an abbreviated description of the
 
clemplot pumping system, operating costs, farmer participation,
 
and agricultural activities. It was prepared in late February,
 
1986 after the first crop of irrigated corn had been harvested.
 

January - April, 1985
 

P2AT:
 

-- Drilled a 50 meter tubewell and installed a temporary pump
ing system that was intended to be used until a permanent
 
system with new equipment could be installed after the start
 
of a new fiscal year in April. Temporary system included a
 
used diesel engine and used surface-mounted centrifugal pump
 
taken from P2AT storage which were sheltered in a makeshift
 
shed with concrete floor. Plans for permanent system in
clude: new Kubota diesel 18 hp surface-mounted centrifugal
 
pump, up to 8 snaller (2') supplementary wells in and around
 
the 7 ha. demplot, concrete-lined irrigation canals leading
 
from pump to at least 25X of demplot, and concrete-floored
 
building to house pump and fuel supplies.
 

--	 Pump broke down within a month of installation and was not
 
repaired. (PRAT did not send staff out to monitor or
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maintain the system, despite visits to the P2AT office from
 

the village head to report the pump's failure.)
 

Farmers:
 

--	 Planted rice on about 33Z of 7 ha. demplot land in Januuary 
and February on the assumption that watur supply was 
guaranteed by P2AT's pumping system; but lost about 25Z of 
crop due to failure of the system and inadequate rainfall. 

-- Dug temporary irrigation ditches and built a fence around
 
75X of the demplot at the instigation of the village head.
 

May - June 1986
 

P2AT:
 

--	 Irrigation staff member, Hari Suwito, assigned to demplot
to: I) oversee demplot development [specifically, to advise 
farmers on water management, coordinate agricultural acti
vities, and establish water user's association (P3A)]; and 
2) work with USAID consultant on monitoring demplot develop
ment and in conducting socic-economic surveys of beneficiary 
households. 

-- Attempts to put pumping system into operation were frustra
ted almost every day by a series of mechanical problems,
 
lack of spare parts, general-poor repai, of equipment, and
 
lack of personnel with appropriate skills. Two significant
 
improvements in the temporary system were made: 1) Narrow
 
fan belts that had been used to connect generator and pump
 
pulleys were the wrong size and wore out after less than 50
 
'hours of use. They were replaced with larger belts. 2) Gal
vanized pipe was installed to carry water from pump to high
est section of demplot, channeling water to over I ha. that
 
had not received water previously. By the end of June the
 
system was operating for about 60 hours/week at a pumping
 
rate of 5-6 Itr/sec. Monthly cost of operation were:
 

- diesel fuel (60 hrs @2 1tr/hr @Rp242/Itr) = Rp 116,160 

- oil (4 4-1tr cans @Rp7500) 	 22,500
 

- pump operator salary 	 20,000
 

- fan belts (3 sets of 3 belts wore out due
 
to faulty alignment of pulley6 and to ini
tial miscalculation of proper belt size
 
@RpT500/set) 	 22,500
 

Total Rp 181,160
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--	 P2AT irrigation staff member appointed pump operator began
 
working fulltime in mid-June at Rp. 20,000/month to be paid
 
by P2AT until operating costs of demplot are transferred to
 
P3A. The young man was selected because he has a vested
 
interest in the project (his father owns the largest single
 
block of land in the demplot), he was available and useful
 
to P2AT staff who worked on the pumping system, and he has a
 
certificate in diesel mechanics from a 3-month training
 
course ir Kupang.
 

Farmers:
 

--	 The village head organized a cooperative labor effort of all 
demplot households to finish fencing the entire demplot area 
and to clean out clogged irrigation ditches. 

--	 One demplot farmer bought a Rp. 500,000 Honda Kerosene sur
face-mounted pump to use on a WHO drinking water well
 
drilled by P2AT in 1982 on his land within the demplot. This
 
pump was used to provide supplementary water for his and
 
adjacent plots because of the unreliability and inadequacy
 
of water supply from the demplot irrigation system. This
 
well was "borrowed" for demplot irrigation of? and on for
 
about six months during the dry season, (The WHO well has
 
not been used officially since its dpilling, though WHO has
 
plans to install an electric submersible pump there.)
 

-- Organizational meeting for P3A called by village head at
 
instigation of P2AT irrigation staff. 19 of 23 male demplot
 
landowners attended. 5 to 10 other men (members of demplot
 
owners' extended fami.lies) went in and out of the meeting as
 
well. No women attended; nor were they invited to the meet
ing. Prior to the meeting P2AT staff member suggested that
 
the village head's father be selected as head of the P3A
 
because he owns a large section of the demplot (.6 ha.) and
 
is a respected older man. The village head rejected this
 
suggestion and, at the meeting, he nominated a different
 
person (head of the hamlet in which the demplot is located)
 
and also suggested candidates for the other offices of the
 
organization. These choices were accepted by the assembled
 
farmers after several hours of debate about the merits of
 
these men versus possible alternative candidates.
 

-- Meeting of P3A and local agricultural extension coordinator 
(PPM) and extension worker (PFL) assigned to PuKdale 
demplot area held at instigation of P2AT irrigation staff 
member. PPM and P2AT staff previously agreed that first 
demplot crop should be green corn because of guaranteed 
marKet, availability of seeds (in farmers' own stock and 
from local cormercial sources), and relative ease of 
cultivation. Purpose of meeting was to discuss palawija 
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demplot, to explain reasons for choosing corn as the first
 

demplot crop, and to discuss planting methods. All farmers
 

eventually ;. reed to plant corn after several hours of
 

heated discussion about other palawija (e.g.. mung beans and
 

peanuts) and vegetable crops. P2AT's position was: farmers
 

should plant cash crops (exclusively) in order to gain
 

experience for the future when they will have to recoup cost
 
of operations and maintenance of the irrigation system
 

without assistance from P2AF; and since unaccustomed to dry
 

season agriculture, they should begin with crops that are
 
most likely to succeed. The PPM stated that he would arrange
 
for supplies of seeds, fertilizer, and insecticide. After
 

this meeting, however, there was no further assistance from
 

either the PPM or the PPL assigned to the demplot area,
 

despite proximity of their headquarters (BPP) to the demplot
 

(1/2 Km.).
 

-- By end of June, 80 of demplot haa been planted in corn 

(approximately 25X in local 60-day varieties and 75X 90-day 

HYV). Agricultural activities were supervised by P2AT 

irrigation staff member who helped farmers find commercial
 

sources of seed and fertilizer in Kupang. Corn was planted
 
at intervals of .5 x I m. with 2 seeds/hole. Assuming yield
 

would be I ear/stalK, optimal yield would be 40,000 ears/ha.
 

(@ farmgate price of Rp50/ear, the optimal gross would be
 

Rp2,000,000/ha.).
 

July - September, 1985
 

P2AT:
 

--- Borrowed diesel submersible pump from WasKita Karya and,
 

installed it on WHO well to provide supplementary water
 
supply and to serve as bacK-up in event of further problems
 

with demplot pump. Combined output of two pumps is 10-11
 
Itr/sec. At this rate, given dry, cracked condition of most
 

of demplot fields and poorly dug irrigation ditches it took
 

30-50 hours to flood I ha. depending upon distance from
 

pumps.
 

-- P2AT irrigation staff member spent 8-24 hr/day in demplot 
working with individual farmers to oversee and advise on
 

proper planting and fertilizing methodF and with P3A head
 

and sub-group leaders to assure water distributed equitably.
 

(50Z of farmers frequently complained angrily when not given
 
water on demand, so P2AT btaff member spent iearly every day
 
trying to demonstrate how equitable rotational water distri
bution system should worK).
 

-- Construction began in September on permanent irrigation
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system at estimated cost of Rp35 million (including
 
construction of 3-room pump house with cement foundation and
 
floor, zinc roof, glass windows, and reed (bebaK) walls;
 
concrete lining of 600m of irrigation canals; concrete
 
division box; drilling of 8 supplementary (2") tubewells in
 
and around demplox; purchase of i8hp Kubota diesel-powered
 
surface-mounted centrifugal pumps for principal well and
 
Kerosene pumps for smailer wells). Work was contracted to a
 
private firm, C. V. Sumber Griya Permai. P2AT irrigation
 
staff member, Hari Suwito, was appointed overseer for P2AT.
 

Farmers:
 

--	 Gradually developed confidence in P2AT irrigation staff
 
member and became more tolerant of numerous problems with
 
pumping system in belief that permanent system would work
 
more reliably.
 

--	 6 ha. were fully planted by August. 

All farmers prevented from working in demplot (weeding,
 
maintaining clean irrigation ditches, etc.) nearly every day
 
for 2 months (Aug.-Sept.) due to compulsory participation in
 
AKABRI MasuK Desa activities. (Approximately 100 young army
 
officers and soldiers from Java spent 2 months in village to
 
organize construction of village office building.)
 

--	 Meetings of full P3A were held in August and September. At 
the first of these meetings, 2 of 5 original sub-group heads 
were replaced (by group consensus) after original leaders 
resigned due to lack of time for the job. 

the village head attended at the invitation of the head of
 
the P3A to lecture farmers on the necessity of following
 
P2AT staff member's instructions about irrigation rotation
 
and maintenance of demplot.
 

The P2AT irrigation staff member explained the water distri
bution. system (based on calculation of pumping capacity and
 
minimum amount of water needed to sustain corn crop). Water
 
would be provided to each field every 15 days and provided
 
within 2 days of fertilizing. Farmers were asked to report
 
to their sub-group leaders when they wanted to fertilize in
 
order to coordinate water distribution. The P2AT staff
 
member emphasized the necessity of farmers being present in
 
the demplot on days when their land is scheduled to be
 
flooded. In most cases, farmers had not been in their
 
fields to regulate water flow. The P2AT staff member, head
 
of P3A, sub-group head, and pump operator had overseen daily
 
water distribution, leaving them little time for their own
 
work in and outside of the demplot. This system was
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expedient, but did not foster 
a sense of mutual
 
responsibility for the irrigation system among 
 all members
 
of the P3A.
 

A second meeting was held to discuss strategy for the second
 
planting. Farmers agreed plant
to corn primarily. By con
sensus, P3A members agreed to 
make required contributions of
 
RplOO per .lOha of demplot 13nd cultivated at the end of
 
each harvest. The P3A 
treasurer will establish a Tabanas
 
savings account at a bank in Kupang after funds from the
 
first harvest have been collected. Money will be saved for
 
future repairs to 
pumping system after P2AT has transferred
 
full responsibility for operations and maintenance to P3A.
 

Harvesting began in September. Farmers arranged with
 
vegetable vendors from roadside market Tarus 
(15 km. west of
 
demplot) to sell green corn at Rp50/ear. Buyers harvest the
 
corn-and provide their own transport. Retail price in
 
Tarus, Oesao 
 and Kupang markets is RplOO-150/ear. Farmers
 
prefer that buyers come to the demplot. (Host farmers are
 
busy with cattle herds and gardens elsewhere.) Farmers are
 
using corn stalks 
as feed for their own livestock.
 

Stem borers found on 1-2 month old corn 
on about I ha. of
 
demplot. 
 P2AT staff member advised farmers on use of
 
Sumithion insecticide and 
helped them locate sources in
 
Kupang (@Rp3000/ltr). Total insecticide use was 21tr.
 
Losses were estimated to be under 1%.
 

October - December, 1985
 

P2A T: 

-- New Kubota pump was installed at P2AT well a.nd used until
 
the onset of the rainy season in late November (though
 
permanent irrigation canals and pump house were not 
com
pleted). The output of 
the pump was 8-9 Itr/sec. Operating
 
capacity and cost of the 
new system cannot be determined
 
until 
first dry season crop of 1986 is planted and system is
 
put into operation for first time. P2AT irrigation staff
 
member made the following calculations of real and estimated
 
costs of production based on the experience of the first
 
corn crop;
 

Total operating cost of the temporary pumping system for the
 
first four months (including flooding dry land to make
 
cultivation preparation easier and irrigating 
one crop of
 
green corn):
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1.5 Itr/hr x Rp242/Itr
- diesel fuel (3000 ltr @ 

with pump operation at 15-20 hr/day) = Rp 726,000 

@ 4 Itr per 160 hr. operation
- oil .(40 Itr 

40,000
@ RplOOO/Itr) 


(4 mo. @ Rp2O,OOO/mo) 
= 0O00
 
- pump operator's salary 


Total Rp 046,000
 

P2AT staff member's
 -- Based on first crop experience, the 

per hour (once P2AT no
 

rough estimate of cost of water use 

longer funds the demplot) is: 

- fuel (1.5 Itr/hr @ R.242/ltr) Rp 363 

50 
-. oil and grease 

- share of operator's salary 	
- 100 

- $ gate tender's honorarium 	 100 

50
 
- contribution to P3A savings 


Total 
 RD 663
 

water per hectare (based on the

Total estimated 	cost of 


30-50 hours to flood 1 ha. and total of 8
 
calculation of 


determined optimal
a 


by farmers and P2AT irrigation staff member

floodings during single season cycle as 


through trial
 

Rp 159,120 - 265,200.
and error) is: 


(green corn) per hectare:
 
Total estimated cost of production 


= Rp 5,000
 
- seed (25 Kg. @ Rp200) 


& urea @ Rp iO0/Kg) = 26,000
 
- fertilizer (260 Kg of TSP 

- 6.000 - insecticide (2 Itr @ 3000/ltr maximum) 


Total Rp 37,000
 

of production (irrigation plus agricul-

Total estimated 	cost 


tural inputs): Rp 196,120 - 302.,000 per ha.
 

Farmers:
 

first corn crop complete in October. Yields
 
-- Harvest of the 


were:
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- Total harvested - 221,510 ears 

- " sold @Rp 50/ear 95,440 " (432) 

- " amount of sales = Rp 4,722,000
 

- Avg/ha (6 ha planted) Rp 787,000 

- Total consumed - 27,760 ears 

- " dried for storage 98,310 ears (+ 6.5 t.) 
(015/ears/Kg)
 

- MarKet value of stored 
corn @ Rp. 150/Kg Rp 975.000
 

- Overall cash value Rp 5,697,000
 

- Cash value per ha. 
 Rp 949,500
 

Yield information was collected separately by consultant
 
with P2AT staff member and, at P2AT staff member's sugges
tion, by the head and sub-group leaders of the P3A for the
 
organization's own records.
 

All demplot farmers considered this harvest a boon 
since
 
they did not have to pay for water. Their only costs were
 
seed, fertilizer, and in two cases 
insecticide (maximum cost
 
per hectare is Rp37,000 - see above). Labor for the most
 
part came 
 from within each demplot household. About 25X of
 
the landowners gave relatives from outside 
the demplot use
 

-of portions of their land but there 
were no formal arrange
ments for compensation. One farmer 
hired 4 laborers to
 
plant and weed hio .6 ha. parcel at a total cost of
 
Rp45,200 (4 x Rp750/day for 15 days).
 

After the experience of the first harvest, farmers 
 became
 
willing to follow P2AT staff's advice 
on cropping methods
 
(proper spacing, 
use of fertilizer and insecticide, and
 
appropriate watering intervals) on the 
assumption that their
 
yields could be raised.
 

-- Second planting tooX place between late September and late
 
October.
 

-- P3A met to organize planting such that it was staggered from
 
one sub-group to ano:her 
to facilitate irrigation rotations.
 
90Z of the farmer, ooperated in this planting strategy and
 
also consulted wit:i their sub-group head 
on appropriate
 
times to fertilize.
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January - April, 1986
 

P2AT:
 

- The P2AT irrigation staff member's primary role during first
 

months of year was overseeing final stages of construction
 

on behalf of P2AT. (All construction work was contracted to
 

a private firm.) Work was completed in February roughly two
 

months behind contract schedule. Delays were due to: late
 

starting date (end of August rather than early July);
 

necessity to re-do work due to laborers' poor workmanship
 

and inattention to blueprints; delays in procurement of
 

equipment; heavy rainfall; and absenteeism among laborers.
 

- P2AT undertook plans to develop another demplot in Pukdale
 

and.one in Pariti where successful exploratory wells had
 

been dug the previous year. The consultant attended a meet

ing with members of the P2AT staff (planning, surveying, and
 

irrigation divisions) and the village head of PuKdale (be

hind whose home the Well is located) and other potential
 

beneficiaries. Hari Suwito (the irrigation staff member in
 

charge of overseeing the first demplot) debcribed the func

tion of a P3A and discessed with farmers the type of irriga

tion system proposed. At least 3 farmers from the PuKdale I
 

demplot have land in this area and all the other farmers
 

present were generally familiar with the the first demplot's
 

organization and activities. In an initial survey of the
 

PuKdale II area conducted the previous year, 8 ha. of land
 

owned by a major Timorese cattle exporting company and at
 

least 2 ha. of land owned by the current and former village
 

heads would have been the primary beneficiaries of the new
 

irrigation system. P2AT's surveyor and other staff members
 

agreed to re-survey the land after this problem with equity
 

was explained by the farmers. The former and current vil

lage heads also agreed to divide some of their land among
 

farmers from the area whose land may not be reached by the
 

new s',stem. The farmers indicated a preference for a piped
 

water system which they believe would be easier to maintain
 

and less costly to build. P2AT will consider using galvan

ized pipe at this site. The farmers agreed to fell a large
 

number of gewang palm trees on flat land near the well site.
 

This would clear 5-10 ha. of prospective demplot land.
 

The meeting with farmers in Pariti (located about 80 Km.
 

northeast of vupang) was planned by the P2AT team who visit

ed PuKdale II, however only Hari Suwito and the consultant
 

attended. The pump operator and head of P3A from PuKdale I
 

accompanied us of their own volition and played a useful
 

role in the meeting. After the P2AT staff member described
 

plans for a demplot there and the consultant explained the
 

monitoring activities she was conducting in PuKdale, the P3A
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head elaborated on what we had said in bahasa Roti, the
 

native language of both Pukdale and Pariti. He was able to
 
success
clarify information and reassure the farmers of the 


to date of the Pukdale demplot. This suggested to us that
 

he or others from the first demplot might be enlisted as
 

motivators in the development of future demplots.
 

Farmers:
 

--	 Head of P3A called a meeting in early January. 60Z of the 

members attended. Business concerned: 

i) outstanding post-harvest contributions to P3A fund from 3
 

members: resolved by unanimous decision to withhold water
 

from those still delinquent at the end of the month (this
 

was not followed as 
a strict rule - water was withheld for I
 

or 2"days at most from 2 farmers who paid their dues after
 

this "penalty" had been levied); also resolved that anyone

who plants within the demplot, whether a landowner or others
 

given usufruct of the land, must contribute according to the
 
amount of land (s)he plants.
 

2) prepare for 3rd (rainfed) demplot crop: resolved to plant
 

rice exclusively; irrigation staff member stated firmly
 

that seedbeds planted within the demplot were to be used
 

only for demplot fields; he suggested they level off land
 

and improve tertiary irrigation ditches on their land to
 
future palawija.
facilitate planting of rice and 


3) hear complaints about an inactive sub-group leader: P2AT
 

staff member said this was a problem for sub-group discus

.sion only; they should explain their grievance to the lead

if necessary choose a willing replacement.
er 	themselves and 


4) 	determine a policy for dealing with requests from out

siders: after heated debate P3A 
members resolved to allow
 

other villagers to take water freely from the demplot irri

gation canals in bucKets or other small receptacles; out

siders from PuKdale or elsewhere may get water in drums for
 

special occasions as long as the pump is running and does
 

not have to be started up for their benefit; a charge of
 

RplOOO will be levied on anyone who asks to have pump turned
 

on to collect water regardless of the amount taken; policy
 

will be reviewed again when P3A is fully responsible for
 
demplot and must bear all costs.
 

The second harvest was completed by February. The amount of
 

land planted was less than first cropping season (5.34 ha.
 
owner of the
rather that 6.00 ha.). This was due to the 


largest demplot parcel (1.25 ha.) who planted .75 ha. of his
 

first corn crop very late 
due to the initial shortage of
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and there was not enough time during the
pumped water; 

to produce another crop on
remaining second harvest period 


this land before the expected onset of the rainy 
season.
 
less of their harvests in order
Also, farmers purposely sold 


dried to staple food for home
to save corn bc used as a 


consumption in the event of a poor rice crop. They also
 
green corn than during the
consumed (and gave away) niore 


previous harvest. This was due, in part, to the numbers of
 

(see below) who came to the demplot and
official visitors 

were given corn to eat and/or to take home. Corn (10-100
 

ears) was contributed by all demplot owners for at least one
 

of these visits.
 

Second harvest yields were as follows:
 

178,100 ears
 - Total harvested 

35,860 " (20X)
- " sold -

Rp 1,800,000
- " amount of sales 

Rp 337,172
- Average/ha. (5.34 ha) 

27,400 ears
Total consumed 


(t 7 t.)
- Total dried for storage 106,390 


(@ 15 ears/Kg)
 

- MarKet value of stored 
corn @ Rpl5O/Kg Rp 1,050,000
 

Rp 2,850,000
- Overall cash value 

Rp 533,000
- Cash value per ha. 

Demplot paddy rice was planted by end of February and was
 

fed. At least 50X of the farmers claimed they
entirely rain 

to pay for tractor rental in
used earnings from corn crops 


preparing their demplot land for paddy. (Customary rental
 

fee is RplO,00 - 125,000 /ha. Farmers who use cattle to 

puddle the land instead pay cattle owner 1/3 share of their 

rice harvest at end of the season.) 

resign because te
P3A treasurer of his own volition asked to 


have the time to do the job. In March P3A
claimed not to 

nominees or volunteers
met to choose a replacement. When no 


the head of the PuKdale elementary school
 were forthcoming, 

(who has usufruct to pzrt of his brother's land in the den

school
plot and usually attends P3A meetings) suggested that 


teacher who is a demplot farmer undertake the job. This was
 

approved by popular consent. The new treasurer established
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a Tabanas savings account in the Bank Negara Indonesia in
 

Kuparig. Some contributions remained outstanding at that time
 

so the initial deposit (and current balance) is Rp 80,000.
 

Vistors to the demplot
 

was
 

the focus of considerah!e attention in addition to the visits
 

from P2AT irrigation staff member, Hari Suwito (5-6 days/week)
 

and the consultant (2-6 days/week). PuKdale was one of the few
 

areas in Kabupaten Kupang where irrigated crops grew dur'ng the
 

dry season (and the first to use groundwater). For this reason,
 

a number of visitors from within and outside the Province came to
 

see the site. These included: numerous kepala desas, the local
 

camat, bupati and other local officials; Minister Sumarlin, the
 

head of BAPPENAS (National Development Planning Council); the
 

Ambassadors of the United States and Australia; the Director of
 

USAID in Indonesia and other USAID officials; officials from the
 

central and regional Ministry of Agriculture branches on study
 

During the course of its first year, the PuKdale demplot 


tours; and film crews from TVRI. The demplot appeared teleon 

vision at least three times during the year, including a year-end 

report on various development projects throughout the nation. 

These visits have enhanced the prestige of the leaders of
 

the P3A and other demplot farmers. They have not been without
 

cost to the farmers, however. This continual public attention
 

(in addition to the financial boon of two corn harvests to the
 

demplot farmers) has aroused the jealousy of other villagers.
 

Demplot leaders fear that outsiders may try to sabotage the
 

irrigation system by damaging the pump or concrete canal linings
 

or by letting their cattle .lose in the demplot at night to
 

destro.y the crops. This is one reason for the P3A's rather
 

generous policy regarding outsiders' use of their water.
 

In addition, P3A members have been required to provide
 

contributions of money and food to entertain some of the impor

tant visitors who have come to the demplot. It is customary to
 

provide food and traditional music and dance performances for
 

guests; however the demplot has had significantly more important
 

guests than most other villages in Timor. For the visit of the
 

United States Ambassador in September, 1985, the village head
 

demanded that each demplot household contribute corn, rice, and
 

vegetables and collectively contribute cattle and chickens. On
 

the strong advice of Hari Suwito of P2AT and the consultant, the
 

village head was convinced, albeit reluctantly, that they should
 

serve only corn and tea. Each household was asked to contribute
 

some of their harvest. The P3A also collected Rp5000 from each
 

member in order to purchase a piece of Rotinese cloth for the
 

Ambassador and his wife. Money left over from this fund was used
 

to purchase Rotinese cloth for subsequent visitors and to
 

purchase food as necessary for the visits of Minister Sumarlin
 

and for the Australian Ambassador.
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Ill. P2AT's Functions and Activities
 

Description of P2AT-NT1
 

P2AT in NTT is the provircial branch of the Sub-Directorate 
for Groundwater Develipment. Iis department is located witlhin 
the Directorate General of Water Resources Development (DGWRD) of 

the Ministry of Public Works under its Directorate of Irrigation 
II. At present, groundwater development in NTT is in the 
exploration and development stage. Host of the policy- and 
decision-making is retained at the central level, although 
routine management d iisiois are made at the provincial Pa:AT unit 

in consultation with l the Chief of the Provincial Water Resources 
Development Division (WRI)). [i'AT has ria o,-ganized units below 
the provincial level.
 

At the provincial level, the basic organizational divisions 
within the P.AT unit are: Accounitinug, Techriical Assistance, Ad
ministration, finance, and Loogistics (see Table 1). In addition, 
there are subdivisions (irectly under the project leader: Plan
nifng, Drillirg, Irri ga t iont, antid Mechani cal Equipment. 

In practice, hlieI'PAI off'ice is il" asn inter imiphase. Indeed 
many of the problems of deiriplot coordintatiOn that have emerged 
dur ing the f -irstyear of the pr jt.ct ten from a lack of admints
tralive defi i t ion i I lithe l''AI offI'ice. [or example, the pos ition 
or Project Led,er w :, f:I led uiiti I April, i 9bt6 by the head of the 
provincial WRD, ,lltuclh the pt faco head of the P2AT orfice was 
the Man I In ted aS I cc Ii Ica I As a s ta t (iLn the ddirti li s11rd IVtI 
chart. In late March ,i new lroject leader was alppniited by the 
Directorate o f I rr ' it ion I I , anrd he officially assumed tlie 

position from the heal or' WRI) in late May, 19db6. 
In the case a f tme o t hr s taff po i t I on s , oie individual 

held two posts (i.t., Logistics Assistait and Sub--Project Leader 
for Dlr i I I Ing) whilet o.her posit iois were empty. These staffitng 
proh lers were corrpoounrded by the Ca c Ithat there'd were an read i y 

lI job I for of P2?AIava ila le) latdcmilill ei tte ci s " ilcI 0li , act the 

positions. S irri lar ly there was no comil ete I i t of the current 
stafl that would fajc itale the appropriate ass ignmrent of' 
individuals with the relq i te ki I Is and experience for 
particular jobs. Since the ne.v Project Leader has just assuried 
his post it is premature to specllate on staff reorgariiiatton5 or 
other administrative changes at P2AT. 

In addition to weakness ir the inter im a di n is t ra ti v e 
structure of P2AT, there have been logistical impediments to 
efficient administrative maragement arid projject developmert. 
PAT moved from a comp lex it shared with WRD to its own quarters 

in a relatively inaccessible part of Kupang in July, 1905.
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Table I
 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF P2AT, NT*
 

Project Manager**
 

-Treasurer 
 TechnicalAssistant -Administrative AssistantjI Financial Assistan Logistics Assistant 

---Cashier 
 [ Head of Program Head of Officel Head of Financial Head of Procurement'I Coordination Administration Control
 

Bookkeeper fHead of Documenta- Head of General Head of Verifica- Head of Warehouse 
tion & Reporting Administration tion 

-

Head of official I Head of Personnel
 
travel & field
 
trip arrangements
 

FI 

Sub-Project Sub-Project 
 Sub-Project Sub-Project Manager
Manager for Manager for Manager r for Mechanical

Planning 
 Drilling |Irrigation Equipment
 

Implementor, Implementor, IpennoIpeetr
Dsg Sction
DIrrigation 
 [ Equipment Sectioni
 
Section [Section
 

FImp r7]n Drilling Impleffentor, j-Implementor,

Survey Section I Supervisor Agricultural[orksho 
 Section


Section
 

Translated directly from the Indonesian version provided by P2AT
 
** Actually means Head of the Office
 



Public transportation to this area is limited and erratic. Staff
 
members who do not have their own vehicles often -ust wait up to
 
&n hour or more for a public mini-bus and, therefore, arrive up
 
to one to two hours late in the morning. P2AT has few vehicles
 
and they often are in a state of disrepair, which delays or pre
vents travel to field sites as well as to other Public Works of
fices in Kupang. Furthermore, a telephone was not installed
 
until the end of May, 1986 (ten months after the office had moved
 
to this new location) although the office was equipped with an
 
airphone to connect P2AT with WRD.
 

Over the past year travel to field sites outside of Kupang
 
was often delayed due to the combination of administrative and
 
logistical obstacles. For example, travel must be authorized by
 
the Project Leader in an official form letter (surat jalan).
 
This states the dates and duration of the trip and is used to
 
calculate (and justify) a standard allowance for food and lodging
 
(uang jalan) and fuel purchases. For P2AT staff, the letter had
 
to be approved first by the Technical Assistant at P2Ar and then
 
by the head of WRD as acting Project Leader. This process often
 
took days given the problems of traveling between the P2AT and
 
•WRD offices and the fre)quent absence of one or the other of the
 
two necessary signatories. Once authorization was received there
 
was often a further delay in collecting fuel and travel money
 
from the staff of the treasurer's office.
 

Depending upon the urgency of a project and the initiative
 
of individual staff members, the inefficient functioning of this
 
system may or may not have been an obstacle to project activi
ties. In the case of the irrigation staff member who worked in
 
PuKdale, he could not have undertaken his job effectively had he
 
waited to complete this full administrative process. He did ,Jot
 
receive uang jalan for the majority of his trips to the demplo'.
 
In addition, frequently he used his own funds to purchase fuel
 
For-the P2AT vehicle he used though he was not always compensated
 
later.
 

PPAT's role in the launch and implementation of the demplot
 

The development of the demplot can be viewed as a three
stage process involving the launch, implementation and transfer
 
of responsibility for the system. The goals and specific
 
activities on the part of P2AT are:
 

1. Launch
 

Goals: introduction of new technology and beneficiary ex
perience with using this technology for a limited
 
period of time.
 

Specific activities:
 
a) site selection
 
b) installation and technical operation of system
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(e.g., well drilling, construction of distribu
tion system, installation of piimp, putting sys
tem into full operation)
 

c) 	 formation of water userb' association (P3A)
 
d) 	 agricultural extension assistance provided or
 

sought from other agencies
 

P. Implementation
 

Goals: 	 smooth operation of irrigation system involving
 
both beneficiary participation in its operation
 
and ongoing support from P2UT; as well as full
 

beneficiary use of the system for agriculture.
 

Specific activities:
 
a) management of irrigation system by P3A
 
b) overseeing and supporting technical operations
 

of the system (e.g. providing regular supplies
 
of fual and spare parts; paying pump operator;
 
regular technical monitoring, servicing, and
 
repair of equipment)
 

.c) 	 coordination of intersectoral participation
 

auid assistance as necessary (i.e., ongoing
 
agricultural extension services)
 

3. Transfer of responsibility for the system
 

Goals: 	 P2AT withdraws from active involvement in project
 
and ceases to provide regular material support
 
and technical assistance.
 

Specific activities:
 
a) 	 beneficiaries pay all operating costs as
 

financial and other material support from
 
P2AT is withdrawn
 

b) 	 beneficiaries service and maintain equipment
 
(i.e., know how to make small repairs and
 
where to seeR assistance for larger problems)
 

c) increasingly less frequent visits to site by
 
P2AT staff and gradual withdrawal of all
 
regular maintenance and monitoring activities
 

A fundamental assumption about the development of the
 
demplot is that throughout each phase P2AT will:
 

1) monitor and evaluate the progress of the system's
 
development to identify problems and weaknesses;
 

2) make 	adjustments wherever necessary based on this ongoing
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moni tor ng ind ievai Iuat moil; and 

3) 	prepare beneficiaries for their eventual control of and
 
responsibility for the entire system.
 

As the chronological description of demplot development in
 
Part II demonstrates, the launch and early stages of implementa
tion of the project are now complete. The following analysis
 
describes and assesses the extent to which P2AT has fulfilled
 
the general goals and accomplished the specific activities
 
ascribed to each of these stages.
 

Launch
 

a) Site selection: The site of the Pukdale demplot was
 
chosen prior to USAID's involvement in any irrigation activities
 
in NTT. A'ccording to the P2AT staff, formal criteria used for
 
site selection are dictated by their central government office.
 
These include:
 

1) 	geological and geohydrological potential for ground
water;
 

2) 	semi-arid conditios (i.e., rainfall and other water
 
sources are insufficient);
 

3) 	demonstrable need for irrigation (i.e., area is
 
cultivated but has insufficient water supply); and
 

4) 	response of farmers to idea of introducing groundwater
 
irrigation is favorable.
 

The former de facto Project Leader (Technical Assistant on
 
the administrative chart) and members of the irrigation staff are
 
aware that the prospect for an irrigation system's sustainability
 
by the beneficiaries is, in part, a funution of appropriate site
 
selection. Nonetheless, current site selection procedures at
 
P2AT are not derived from an integrated approach whereby techni
cal constraints are considered in conjunction with socio-economic
 
issues, agricultural constraints, and the prospects for long-term
 
economic feasibil~ty. The site selection criteria cited by P2AT
 
and listed above do not constitute a specific set of guidelines
 

It can be adopted in order to evaluate and compare potential
 
project sites. At this point, the P2AT staff is not coordinated
 
to work in divisional or inter-divisional teams to collect or
 
evaluate data appropriate to this task.
 

In the case of the Pukdale demplot, the P2AT staff cited the
 
above criteria as post facto justification for its location. They
 
explained that the primary reasons for boring a well in that par
ticular spot were: 1) there was an expanse of flat land in an
 
area in which they expected to strike an aquifer; and 2) the head
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of the village there was enthusiastic about the prospect of a
 
well. Subsequent drilling elsewhere in Timor by P2AT has oeen
 
undertaken for the same basic reasons. These are defensible
 
justifications for digging wells and constructing irrigation
 
systems. As the exclusive factors involved in site selection,
 
however, they betoken a lack of understanding of the variables
 
involved in long-term project development and success.
 

b) Installation: As the chronological description of
 
project development suggests, this phase is now underway after a
 
frustrating beginning. The temporary irrigation system that
 
served the demplot durng the first two cropping seasons was
 
plagued with minor mechanical problems with the used equipment
 
that was installed initially. At least five different pumps were
 
used during the first five months of demplot operation. There
 
were de:ays in obtaining spare parts due to administrative slug
gishness .at P2AT in processing requests and/or to the unavaila
bility of needed parts in P2AT's storage or in stores in Kupang.
 
In addition P2AT staff members sent to repair faulty equipment
 
often lacked the technical expertise to accomplish the task.
 
(The farmers also played a crucial in this early implementation
 
phase by digging irrigation ditches. See Part IV below.)
 

By February, 1986 P2AT (using a local private building
 
contractor) had installed a permanent irrigation system at the
 
demplot. This includes: 600m. of concrete-lined irrigation
 
canals, concrete division box, pump house and storage area, 18
 
horse-power diesel-powered surface-mounted centrifugal pump, and
 
eight 2-inch supplementary wells in and around the demplot which
 
P2AT expects to fit with Kerosene-powered surface-mounted pumps.
 

The amount of the contract for this work was over 35
 
million rupiah and does not include the cost of drilling the
 
initial demplot well (nearl-y 20 million rupiah), P2AT installed
 
this-expensive water distribution system following a model from
 
Java, with one major alteration: the substitution of a surface
mounted centrifugal pump for a submersible pump which would have
 
been more costly and difficult to repair. The differences be
tween the Javanese and Timorese settings in terms of such factors
 
as evapo-transpiration and percolation losses, land contours,
 
potential uses of the system, economic feasibility, etc. were not
 
evaluated in detail, however. Furthermore, alternative distribu
tion systems were not given serious consideration. This is
 
understandable to the extent that the PuKdale demplot is the
 
first groundwater irrigation system to have been designed by P2AT
 
in NTT. In general, the staff has had little or no experience
 
with and exposure to alternative systems. In addition, they are
 
limited by a lack of appropriate equipment and facilities.
 

P2AT acknowledges that other systems might be feasible. They
 
recognize, however, that their experience and expertise have not
 
prepared them to experiment with alternative systems. They are
 
concerned as well that the central government office would not
 
support their experimentation.
 

While it is inappropriate to evaluate P2AT's performance on
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the basis of what they might have done, it is reasonable to
 
examine the procedure,; they did follow in installing the system
 
that is now in place in PuKdale. This system was designed
 
without a careful analysis of the long-term costs, maintenance
 
requirements, reliability, availability of spare parts and
 
replacement materials, and so forth. Furthermore, the capacity
 
and availability of P2AT staff members to maintain and 
repair the
 
system were not evaluated prior to installation. Thus, during
 
the first year of the demplot's existence there has been no
 
routine technical monitoring. One person from the irrigation
 
staff was charged with all monitoring, community organizing,
 
agricultural 
 extension, system maintenance and construction
 
supervision reponsibilities for the demplot. This became a full
time job, involving his spending six to seven days and two to
 
three nights eachi week in the demplot between the months 
of May,
 
1985 and February, 1986.
 

Fuel, spare parts, and other supplies have been provided by
 
PAT throughout this launch phase. Nonetheless, there have been
 
intermittent delays in the delivery of these supplies due'to
 
administrative inefficiency. In most cases, this was due to the
 
absence from Kupang of the individuals who must approve the
 
release of supplies or money (the head of WRD and P2AT Technical
 
Assistant, as acting and de facto 
 Project Leaders respectively);
 
or due to the slow speed at which P2AT's logistics and accounting
 
divisions process requests. Temporary solutions 
 to this problem
 
usually involved the P2AT irrigation staff member purchasing fuel
 
or spare parts with his own funds.
 

c) P3A formation: A water users' association was established
 
through the coordination of the village head and P2AT irrigation
 
staff memter assigned to the demplot. All male heads of
 
household whose land was included in the demplot were called 
to
 
an organizational meeting by the village head. There was 
never a
 
discussion about including women in this in
or subsequent
 
meetings. At some subsequent meetings wives or daughters of male
 
demplot owners went in and out to listen and/or to serve
 
refreshments; but they never spoke in these meetings, nor were
 
they expected or called upon to participate. It should be noted
 
that women worked in the demplot fields and contributed at least
 
30X of the total labor. They usually collected cash from the
 
buyers of their demplot corn and put this money into their
 
household expense fund. (As is customary, the women are
 
responsible for the money from household agricultural activities.
 
Whether it is women or men who receive 
 money from agricultural
 
sales, women 
 Keep all or most of this money to use at their
 
discretion to cover household expenses.)
 

At the initial meeting of the P3A, the P2AT staff member
 
explained the plans to install a permanent irrigation system. He
 
told them they would be expected to form a P3A, to work together
 
to maintain temporary irrigation ditches, and to coordinate
 
planting schedules and water distribution. Since this P2AT staff
 
member had had no previous experience with groundwater irrigation
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or with establishing a demplot, he did not have a fixed model
 

from which to work. This proved to be an advantage in the sense
 
that he worked closely with the farmers to establish the water
 
users' association and to organize the water distribution system.
 

As described in Parts II and IV, the leadership of the P3A was
 

selected at the initial meeting of the group. Candidates nomi

nated by the village head were accepted after group debate and
 

prevailed over alternative candidates suggested by the P2AT
 
irrigation staff member. The farmers debated about alternative
 

candidates, but eventually agreed upon those proposed by the
 

village head.
 
Throughout the demplot's first year there have been disputes
 

over amounts and timing of water allocation, intermittent dis

satisfaction with P3A sub-group heads, etc. These have been
 

resolved by the P2AT staff member who acts effectively as a
 
trusted neutral party. He also encourages the head of the P3A to
 
hold regular meetings and helps him organize the agenda for these
 

events. The specific activities and responses of the farmers are
 

discussed in more detail in Part IV.
 

d) Agricultural assistance: Neither the farmers nor the
 
P2AT staff member had had previous experience with irrigated dry
 
season crops. The P2AT staff member attempted to enlist the as

sistance of the local agricultural extension workers based near
 
the demplot, however this was not forthcoming. Thus, nearly all
 

advice on planting methods and on fertilizer and insecticide use
 
was provided by the P2AT staff member who consulted books and,
 
when possible, knowledgeable individuals. This was not a formal
 
or systematic process but it was an effective short-term expedi
ent to launch a new agricultural experiment.
 

Intersectoral cooperationi is, in general, difficult to de
velop. In the case of P2AT and the provincial and kabupaten
 

level.offices of tile Ministry of Agriculture, there are few oc
casions or programmatic reasons for their staffs to meet. The
 
initiative for engendering such cooperation as is required at the
 
demplot should come from P2AT, beginning with contact between the
 

Project Leader and his structural equivalent in the agriculture
 
department and followed up with regular contact between appropri
ate staff members from each office. The experience of the demplot
 

demonstrated, in this case at least, that informal attempts by 
field staff to develop useful inter-sectoral cooperation were 
inadequate. 

Implementation
 

a) Management of irrigation system by P3A:
 
Throughout the launch and early implementation phases of the
 

project, irrigation manag'nent has been the joint responsibility
 

of the P2AT staff member, the head of the P3A, sub-group leaders,
 
and the pump operator. The operator has been taught by the P2AT
 

staff member to keep accounts of fuel consumption, hours of
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operation, and so on, and has 
 learned to make minor repairs on

the pumping equipment by working with 
 P2AT staff in solving the

myriad problems with the 
initial equipment. 
 He is paid a monthly

salary by P2AT; and he is the 
 only villager who receives
 
compensation for demplot-related work.
 

With the guidance of the P2AT irrigation staff member,

P3A has developed slowly but steadily into a 

the
 
viable organization.


Its treasurer has begun collecting obligatory 
contributions of

RpIOO per 1/100 ha. planted 
from e,ch member in order to create a

fund for 
 future repairs and other contingencies once P2AT has

transferred responsibility 
for the demplot to the P3A. In addi
tion, the leaders of 
the P3A worked closely with the P2AT irriga
tion staff member in experimenting 
with watering . tervals 

determine the minimum amount 

to
 
of irrigation neces. t," dry


season 
corn. The procedure for requesting and scheduling water
distribution that they 
 devised was followed by the demplot

farmers during the 
second cropping season. 
 The P3A leaders hope

that this rotational 
 scheme which was developed using P2A-T's
temporary irrigation system will 
 work more effectively with the
 
permanent facilities that have been installed recently. 
There ha.
been no opportunity to test 
 the new irrigation system yet,
 
however.
 

The successful development of 
 the P3A has been due to the
initiative and commitment of 
its head and many of 
the members as

well as to the continual formal informal support provided by
and 

the P2AT irrigation staff member. During the 
 months following

the second cropping :eason harvest, the 
P2AT staff member began

gradually to withdraw from 
 daily demplot activities. This was
due in large part 
 to the fact that the pumping system was not

operating and 
P2AT was not supplying fuel to 
 the demplot. It
 
provided an opportunity for 
 the P3A to begin relying on its own
leaders to resolve problems and manage the demplot more indepen
dently. There 
were no full P3A meetings held in the 
absence of

the P2AT irrigation staff members. 
 Nonetheless, the 
 head of the

P3A held several meeting! with the P3A sub-group leaders to dis
cuss collection of 
overdue contributions 
 to the organization's
 
fund.
 

Working with the P3A 
has enabled its 
head and other leaders
 
to 
begin developing organizational skills 
(e.g., calling and pre
siding over meetings, resolving disputes, 
and encouraging full
 group participation in decision making 
 and problem solving).

Albeit 
a prelirn ary observation, the head of the P3A has the
potential to become a successful motivator or community organizer
 
as he showed during tile meeting between 
the P2AT staff member and

prospective demplot farmers in Pariti (p. 
14). This led members

of the P2AT staff to speculate about enlisting him or other 
P3A

leaders in 
a more serious and formal manner 
 to help P3As in

future demplot sites 
to develop the capacity to manage their own
 
irrigation systems.
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b) Overseein and. supporting technical operations of the
 
system by P2AI:
 

In terms of the technical operations' oF the demplot, the
 
implementation phase has not begun since the p.rmnaent irrigation
 
system will not be put into operation until the fourth planting
 
season begins at the end of the rice harvest in June, 1986.
 

c) Coordination of intersectoral participation:
 

As discussed above (p. 24), P2AT has not been successful in
 
enlisting the cooperation of local agricultural extension staff
 
whose headquarters is located within one kilometer of the
 
demplot. Their only visit to the demplot since they attended a
 
P3A meeting in June to plan the first cropping season came at the
 
end of the second cropping season harvest in early 196. The
 
extension coordinator (PPM) and extension worRer (PPL) assigned
 
to the hamlet in which the demplot is located visited the site
 
and told the farmers that they would assist them with their paddy
 
rice crop 'and would arrange for fertilizer and insecticide to be
 
made available (for casn or credit). None of this assistance
 
materialized. The P2AT irrigation staff member speculated that
 
the agriculturalists' visit was consistent with their yearly
 
routine responsibility to assist rice producers throughout the
 
Oesao plain area. The lack of follow-up of any Kind suggested
 
that they had no specific interest in worKing with th demplot
 
farmers.
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IV. Farmers' Role in Demplot Development
 

Interaction between farmers and their organizations with P2AT
 

The site for the PuKdale demplot was chosen by the P2AT unit
 
in NTT prior to the time the consultant was hired to monitor
 
project development. According to both P2AT and the farmers,
 
initial contacts were between P2AT staff and the village head at
 
P2AT's initiative.
 

Having chosen a potential site on the basis of physical
 
criteria (e.g., existence of an expanse of fiat land in an area
 
in which an aquifer was expected), P2AT proposed to the village
 
head that, they drill a well there. His favorable response to
 
this proposition provided them with necessary access to the
 
vill3ge. The specific spot in which the well was drilled was
 
determined by P2AT and approved by the village head. The
 
landowner was consulted after the choice had been made and was
 
instructed by the village nead to provide the land without
 
compensation from P2AT.
 

According to the P2AT staff this is standard procedure in
 
NTT. The NTT office does not allocate funds to pay for the land
 
on which they drill or on which they construct sections of
 
irrigation systems. Thus they rely of the landowners' expecta
tion of future benefit from a productive well as the incentive
 
for their willingness to surrender a portion of their land,
 
There may be subsequent meetings between the village head and
 
potential beneficiaries at a designated site to discuss the
 
project. By this time, however, it is regarded as an inevitable
 
intervention. The Pukdale farmers say that they were pleased
 
with the prospect of an irrigation system. It is clear, thcugh,
 
that they were not fully informed about their ultimate financial
 
responsibility for the system. (Indeed the eventual approximate
 
cost of operating the system once it has been transferred to the
 
P3A has not been calculated formally by P2AT.)
 

Just as the initiative for choosing the Pukdale site derived
 
from P2AT, the specific plans for the form and construction of
 
the irrigation system were developed by the P2AT staff without
 
consultation with the farmers. The amount of land to be served
 
by the system was determined largely by the expected output of
 
the well, Prior to making a commitment to construct the system,
 
however, the FZAT staff did not have specific information about
 
the numters of farmers whose land would be served or about the
 
percentage of land owned by individuals within the area. The
 
particular type of water distribution system they designed (using
 
concrete-lined irrigation canals) was not presented to the 
farmers as one of several options, but rather as the most (if not 
the only) appropriate system. 
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The farmers in Pukdale, then, had no significant role in the
 

planning and design phase of the demplot project. On the other
 

hand, their role in its implementation has increased in impor

tance steadily since the project was undertaken. When the well
 

was first dug, P2AT asked the village head to organize the
 

farmers to dig irrigation ditches, clear their land, and con

struct a fence around the demplot area for protection from
 

livestock. He organized cooperative labor activities to carry
 

out these tasks. (By the time the second demplot crop was
 

planted, the P3A had assumed the responsibility for overseeing
 

the cleaning of ditches and fence repair.) During the instal

lation of equipment in February, 1985, z2veral of the demplot
 

farmers provided minor assistance and learned how to operate the
 

pump and generator. They did not Know how to fix the system when
 

it broke-down, however. Although the village head reported the
 

problem to P2AT in Kupang, there was no follow-up. Thus, the
 

system ceased to function soon after it was installed, and the
 

farmers had no incentive to maintain the irrigation ditches and
 

fences in good repair.
 
The situation changed after P2AT appointed the irrigation
 

staff member to oversee demplot activities in day, 1985. He
 

realized that the project would fail altogether if the farmers
 

lost all confidence in P2AT, and worked diligently to compensate
 

for P2AT's neglect in the previous months. The initial task of
 

putting the temporary system into operation involved days of
 

frustrating attempts to make minor repairs. Throughout this time
 

there were usually at least two or three farmers from the demplot
 

area at the pump site watching or trying to provide assistance.
 

This not only enabled them to learn something about pump opera

but also involved them in the project. As the chronicle
tions, 

of demplot development in Part II indicates, the farmers became
 

increasingly interested in demplot operations they gained
as 


confidence in the P2AT irrigation staff member's dedication to 

the project's success. This was demonstrated by his presence in 

the demplot every day - usually for many hours a time - and his 
even at
determination to Keep the pumping system operating, 


personal expense.
 
The formation of the P3A in June, 
1985 was the first formal
 

commitment o the farmers to demplot development. The incentive
 

to form the organization came from the P2AT staff member in
 

consultation with the village head. That basic structure and
 

function of the organization (based roughl., on a model used by
 

P2AT in other provinces) was presented to the farmers as a given
 

rather than as an option to consider. Nevertheless, as explained
 

above, the P2AT staff member had had no previous experience with
 

other groundwater projects from which he foll."wed a fixed model
 

or system. Thus, he was able to work flexibly with demplot
 

farmers to develop an appropriate organization. A number of
 

specific features of the P3A have developed over the course of
 

its first year. In most cases, these grew out of discussions and
 

cooperative work involving the P2AT staff member and the P3A
 

leadership and other farmers. These features include: the
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development of an irrigation rotation system for dry season corn,
 

the procedure for requesting water through sub-group leaders, the
 

collection of post-harvest contributions for a P3A contingency
 

fund, the collection of harvest data from each P3A member at the
 

end of each season, the capacity for replacing P3A officers who
 

are unresponsive to their group's needs, policies regarding water
 

use by outsiders, and the readiness to purchase fuel for the pump
 

when provisions from P2AT are delayed.
 

Interaction of farmers with other farmers
 

Pukdale is ethnically Rotinese. As the anthropologist,
 
2


James J. Fox, has noted, these people are characterized by their
 

litigiousness, enjoyment of debate and playing politics, and
 

inter-group (if not inter-family) competition and disputes.
 

Heated debates over such relatively straightforward issues as
 

fertilizer use, timing of planting and irrigation, types of crop
 

to be planted, and so on usually do not betoken serious conflicts
 

over demplot activities. Rather, they are expected forms of
 

discourse at meetings
 

In the early stages of pump operations there were serious
 

problems of inequity of water distribution. These were due
 

largely to the timing of pump hreak-downs rather than to
 

conscious attempt by P3A leaders and the P2AT staff member to
 

deprive certain individuis of water, as some believed. Some
 

demplot farmers were (and, in one case, continue to be)
 

irresponsible about following group regulations about timing of
 

planting, fertilization, and insecticide use. Similarly they did
 

not Keep the irrigation ditches around their land in good repair
 

to facilitate water flow. Each of these problems has been
 

discussed at most of the P3A meetings and pointed out to
 

reca.lcitrant farmers informally by the P3A leaders and the P2AT
 

staff member. It was not until the pumping system became more
 

reliable and the farmers had their first successful irrigated
 

crop that the majority of farmers began to demonstrate that they
 

understood and respected the justification for the P3A's
 

regulations and activities.
 
The most reliable and efficient opportunities for coordina

ting farmer activity in the demplot have been fortuitous and are
 

incidental to normal demplot operations. These are scheduled
 

visits from outsiders for which there always is considerable
 

preparation, since local custom dictates that guests be received
 

with generous displays of hospitality. This involves not only
 

preparing food and arranging cultural performances, but also
 

serves as an opportunity for farmers to improve the appearance of
 

the demplot. Cleaning of irrigation ditches, fence repairs,
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weeding, and so on can be accomplished on short notice if farmers
 
are informed that an important guest will be inspecting the
 
demplot.
 

Routinized cooperation outside of adat (traditional,
 
ceremonial)-related activitie is not as common among farmers 
in
 
NTT as it is in Java and other areas in which gotong royong
 
(mdtual assistance) may be standard practice. This fact is not
 
always understood by P2AT (and other institutions) in NTT that
 
are dominated by individuals from Java and other parts of western
 
Indonesia. Thus they riay be frustrated in their expectation that
 
farmers will work together to accomplish particular tasks.
 
Nonetheless, cooperative efforts in the development 
of the
 
PuKdale demplot have been achieved when the village head and, as
 
the P3A has gained credibility with the farmers, the head of the
 
P3A have firmly instructed that particular tasks be undertaken.
 

Establishment of effective P3A
 

As has been mentioned throughout this report, the P3A and
 
its leaders gained legitimacy gradually as the irrigation system
 
began to function smoothly and as farmers profited from it. In
 
part because they have watched and, in some cases, participated
 
in P2AT's initial struggle to put the irrigation system into
 
operation, the farmers probably have a greater appreciation for
 
the project than they would have had if the irrigation system had
 
been constructed efficiently and had begun operating smoothly
 
from the beginning.
 

Over the course of the year, members of the group worked to
 
coordinate planting schedules and to institute a 
system for
 
channeling requests for water through the P3A's sub-group heads.
 
That the farmers began to follow the procedures indicates that
 
they learned to take seriously one of the P3A's principal roles
 
as a regulatory body to assure the equitable distribution of
 
water throughout the demplot. By the time the rainy season began 
last year and the pump was shut down, there had been no 
legitimate complaints from farmers about water distribution 
problems for over one month. The extent to which the P3A is able
 
to sustain its regulatory role, however, will be more thoroughly
 
tested when the new irrigation system begins operating for the
 
first time. Now that there is an institutionalized procedure for
 
water distribution (and assuming there are no significant
 
interruptions due to mechanical failures, there is no reason that
 
water should not reach its scheduled targets on time. For their
 
part, farmers who follow the proper procedures can hold the P3A
 
leaders accountable for mismanagement if untoward delays occur.
 

No formal procedure for the selection of P3A officers has
 
been developed. In the case of the head of the group, his
 
nomination was proposed by the village head at the organizational
 
meeting of the P3A. Acting as chair, the village head allowed
 
considerable (heated) discussion about alternative candidates,
 
but his choice ultimately was accepted. Indeed, it would have
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been uncharacteristic of the farmers to override the village
 

head. His nomination was regarded as an instruction rather than
 

an open suggestion. In fact, few farmers wanted the top leader

ship position of the P3A and no one, including the village head,
 

really knew what actual responsibilities the job would entail.
 
The man who was chosen to become the P3A head was already a
 

member of the vIllage government. He had demonstrated some
 

management skills in executing his previous (and ongoing) govern
ment responsibilities unlike other potential P3A candidates. In
 

addition, his father is the largest single landowner in the dem

plot and his brother is the pump operator so his family has a
 

vested interest in its success.
 
Most of the other officers and sub-group heads were
 

determined by default after no other nominees (proposed by the
 

village head or by other farmers) or volunteers for the job
 

emerged. Over the course of the year, about 50Z of these
 

officers and sub-group leaders have requested to be replaced
 
either because they have no time for the job or do not want the
 

responsibility. In two cases, officers were replaced (through
 

group discussion and consensus) after members of the group
 
complained at P3A meetings that those individuals were not
 
fulfilling the job.
 

Given the structure of the water distribution system, the
 

leaders of each sub-group must take responsibility for regulating
 
water flow within their group after coordir ting their schedules
 

with other sub-group leaders and the pump operator. This is
 

enabling some of the leaders to develop management skills as well
 
as a sense of commitment to the project. Despite the systematic
 

guidelines for water distribution, however, there are inevitable
 
impediments to the smooth functioning of the system for which
 
recourse to the regulations is of little value.
 

For example, 90X of the farmers have rice land, gardens, and
 

herds of animals located outside the demplot. Throughout the
 
year they must divide their time between these various concerns
 

and, often, are not present in the demplot on days when water is
 
scheduled for their land. Sometimes these absences are
 

unavoidable. Nonetheless, they incur resentment since the heads
 

of the sub-groups themselves (or other P3A members) have to
 

oversee the water flow to the absent farmers' plots.
 
This problem can be eased if water distribution schedules
 

are prepared well in advance by the sub-groups as a whole. Then
 
it would become the responsibility of the sub-group heads to
 
remind farmers in their groups of the distribution days. Farmers
 

who would not be available should be required to send a
 

substitute.
 
The P3A membership has agreed on the policy of fining
 

members by withholding water from their plots for such
 

infractions as not following fertilization sch~dules and not
 

paying their post-harvest contributions. To date, such measures
 

have not been taken effectively. The primary reason for this is
 
that the offenders do not attend P3A meetings. By remaining
 
formally ignorant of the group's activities and decisions they
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aware of P3A procedure.
have the excuse that they 	were not 


families represented in the demplot
At least two of the are
 

of these famiiies usually do
 
engaged in ongoing feuds. Members 


and they often let longstanding

not cooperate with one another; 


there is no
 
tensions between them precipitate disputes (even when 


to the dem
apparent justification for conflict). With respect 


have engaged in disputes over the
 
plot, members of these families 


quarreled over responsibility for
 
timing of irrigation rotations, 


refused to participate in any demplot
demplot maintenance, and 


in
related projects as long as certain 	 other people were also 


institutional 
 recourse in
 
volved. In general, the 	most common 


is for lower level officials
of conflict or dissension
situations 

to call upon those in superior positions (sub-group leader to P3A
 

on the government hierhead to village head 	to camat, and so up 


In general, higher authorities - particu
archy) to intervene. 


- can be successful in
 
larly those who are disinterested parties 


at least temporarily. Despite

resolving inter-group 	problems, 


to do so, however, the P3A leadership has not
 
occasiona'l threats 


with uncoopera
sought outside assistance in resolving problems 


Thus far, the leadership has relied on the P2AT
 
tive members. 


with those involved and to
 
staff member to discuss the problem 


In fact, he has successfully

work with them in resolving it. 


tmvo of the feuding demplot

helped to reduce tension between 


at least. Whether the leadership
the time being, 

in the future


families for 

control over problematic situations 


when the P2AT staff member is no long involved in the daily
 

the demplot remains untested.
 

can maintain 


operation of 


well impact
Determination of initial 


of demplot participation 	to individual
Thus far, the cost 

involving only cash outlays for small
 

memb*ers has been minimal, 

seed, and in a few caBes, 	insecticide (see


amounts of fertilizer, 

the P3A fund is nominal


Part II). Their required contribution to 

had pay


when compared to crop yields, and they have not to for
 

the water they have received. The consultant's final report will
 

during the
 
compare profits from irrigated corn and rain-fed rice 


at this point both to outsiders and to
 
past year. It is clear 


that they have profited from participation
the farmers themselves 

have not incurred unreasonable expenditures
in the demplot. They 


that the production of
 
of time, labor, or money; and have found 


crops can be more profitable than that of
 
irrigated palawija 


rain-fed rice.
 
their first two demplot
were able to market 


crops without difficulty, particularly since theirs was the only
 

during the dry season. 


All farmers 


green corn produced in the Kupang area In
 

green corn as a snack food, the
 
fact, given the popularity of 


market.
 
demplot supply could not satisfy the demand in the Kupang 


The farmers have expressed 
 concern that additional demplots in
 

the same market, however. In P3A
 
the area would compete for 


the necessity of developing inter
meetings they have discussed 
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demplot coordination in the future to assure that different
 

groups do not plant the same crops in a given season.
 
As mentioned above (p. 16), the farmers were required to
 

contribute money and food for the entertainment of visitors. In 
general, they do not begrudge this cost of participation in the 
demplot since they derive honor and prestige from such visits. 
Nonetheless. the many visitors who came to the demplot within the 
period of a few months last year" did interrupt their normal 
activities and prevented the head ur tne P3A did others from 
fulfilling other responsibilities. In addition, the P3A head's 
household bore a disproportionate amount of the burden for food 
preparation and spent money of their own to buy necessary 
supplies. While some members of the P3A have said they are 
jealous of the attention and prestige of the P3A head, they also 
acknowledge that such recognition is not without its costs in 
expenditures of time and money.
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V. Conclusion
 

The farmers of the Pukdale demplot are not poor by Timorese
 
standards. The initial farmer survey indicated that most of them
 

own cattle and rice land outside the demplot. Twenty percent of
 
the farmers own less than 1/4 hectare within the demplot as
 
compared to two or more hectares elsewhere. In short, they have
 

not depended upon the land within the demplot for their primary
 
means of subsistence. Thus, they have been willing to take the
 
risk of participation in its activities, even without an initial
 
guarantee of success. Now that the demplot has proven to be a
 
profitable. concern, it is likely that their participation will
 
become increasingly more serious.
 

At this time, then, the Pukdale demplot can be viewed as a
 
success. The pumping system has operated since May, 1985 ena
bl'ing the farmers to harvest two seasons' worth of corn from
 
which all profited. The farmers and their organization (P3A)
 
developed a water distribution scheme and meet as necessary to
 
coordinate agricultural activities to facilitate water manage
ment.
 

A water users' association was formed ind it has begun to
 

play a major role in managing water allocation. Although no
 

mechanism has been developed yet to recover operation and
 
maintenance costs, a small fee is assessed and collected from
 
each farmer at the end of each harvest season. Its purpose is to
 
create a contingency fund for the future when P2AT is no longer
 
involved in demplot operations and maintenance; and it serves to
 
accstom the farmers to paying for their water, albeit in small
 
sums at this point.
 

The sum collected from each farmer is a nominal 4-6Y of the
 
estimated operating cost per hectare of the system (RplO,000 as
 
compared to roughly Rp 160,000 - 265,000 per hectare). The fact
 
that the farmers pay this post-harvest contribution does not
 
necessarily provide an accurate indication of their future
 
willingness to pay for hourly water since the sum involved is so
 
small. Nevertheless, at most meetings the farmers mention the
 
fact that the responsibility for full operation and maintenance
 
will fall to them when P2AT is no longer involved in the demplot.
 
Thus, they acknowledge that the irrigation water will not be
 
provided to them virtually free of charge in the future just as
 
they express their understanding of their future financial
 
responsibilities.
 

P2AT might consider suggesting to the P3A that it increase
 
the amount of the obligatory contribution after future harvests
 
in order to provide the farmers with a more realistic apprecia
tion of the cost of benefiting from the irrigation system. This,
 
of course, would have the added advantage of increasing the
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amount or tne group's contingency funa prior To PeAI's witildrawal
 
from the demplot. The knowledge that the P3A had enough money to
 
handle routine repairs and other contingencies also might provide
 
P2AT with the incentive to extricate themselves from the demplot
 
within the two year time limit that they originally proposed.
 

The success of the demplot to date has occurred in a village
 
where cropping is normally possible only during the rainy season
 
and where farmers find it difficult to coordinate for any task
 
other than prestige enhancing rituals. Furthermore, this has
 
been achieved despite considerable initial scepticism on the part
 
of all demplot farmers about the possibility for success, given
 
the first efforts of P2AT to launch the demplot at the beginning
 
of 1985.
 

An analysis of the reasons for the current success of
 
Pukdale, however, reveals that the relentless efforts of one
 
individual, the P2AT irrigation staff member, are largely
 
responsible. There has been minimal cooperation from local
 
offices of the Ministry of Agriculture and little effort on -he
 
part of the P2AT office in Kupang to facilitate such necessary
 
inter-sectoral activity. Furthermore, the other forms of
 
i'nstitutional support from P2AT which would be required to
 
replicate this experiment are not generally available due to a
 
shortage of experienced and properly qualified staff as well as
 
to inadequate administrative management.
 

To date, technical criteria appear to have been the
 
principal issues considered when selecting locations for
 
drilling. oe:ifically, P2AT's choice of a drilling site at
 
Pukdale was.determined by the existence of an aquifer in a
 
relatively vast flat agricultural area to which the village head
 
gave P2AT access. Certainly these are primary considerations for
 
choosing the general location for a project site. The choice of
 
the specific location of the well within the broad potential
 
area; however, was not based on a careful examination of other
 
variables relating to the future sustainability of an irrigation
 
system. There was no mechanism for systematically comparing and
 
evaluating various potential drilling locations in order to
 
determine, for example, which would benefit the largest number of
 
people and would be sustainable by those people in the future.
 

Thus, socio-ecu nornic criteria and issues of equity have not
 
been regarded by P2AT as viable considerations in choosing drill
ing sites. High priority has not been given to the relevance of
 
undertaking cost-benefit analyses or to the necessity of consid
ering experimentation with alternative technologies in order to
 
determine the most economical and suitable for local conditions.
 
Plans for providing adequate support to a demplot, be it logis
tical (i.e., provision of fuel, oil, spare parts, or mechanics),
 
agricultural (i.e., provision of extension advice and inputs), or
 
institutional (i.e., assistance with development of the P3A) have
 
not been developed yet.
 

Institutionalizing the role of the P2AT irrigation staff
 
member as logistical facilitator and water management advisor
 
should not prove difficult for P2AT, in principle. Developing
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and institutionalizing the role of effective liason between
 

village communities and P2AT, however, is more problematic. It
 

will require considerable close attention in the future in order
 

for subsequent demplots to be launched and implemented such that
 

final responsibility for their operation and maintenance can be
 

transferred to their beneficiaries within a fixed time period.
 

There are a number of weaknesses within the 112AT office in
 

NTT which could be ameliorated if they were addressed systematic

ally. This would ensure that tile phases for project development
 

proposed in Part III of this paper can be followed. Two princi

ple ways in which P2AT in NTT could be improved are:
 

1) to clarify its short- and long-term plans for the
 

development of groundwater resources in the region such that
 

these provide clear, coherent goals and guidelines for the entire
 

staff, and
 
2) to strengthen the overall management of the office such
 

that all members of the staff gain a better sense of their job
 

responsibilities and of the interrelationships between the tasks
 

of their respective offices.
 

The experience of the implementation of the groundwater
 

development pilot project at Pukdale thus far suggests that in

adequate or inappropriate management, rather than scarce re

sources, is the primary constraint to successful project imple

mentation. The difficulties encountered do not appear to arise
 

out of too few resources, but rather out of a need to make more
 

efficient and effective use of the 
human, material and financial
 

resources which are already present.
 

The implication of this analysis is that the provision of
 

additional resources (new equipment, training or technical
 

assistance) cannot effectively improve P2AT's capacity to develop
 

successful groundwater systems unless it is accompanied 
 or
 

preceded by policy decisions affecting management practices.
 

Policy decisions at a senior level will be required to
 

restr'ucture institutional incentives and procedures so that
 

improved performance is encouraged within the P2AT, if not within
 

the Ministry's broader irrigation program.
 

There are several specific areas where the evidence pre

sented in this report suggests that policy decisions or innova

tions can improve management practices and through this affect
 

institutional performance and capabilities, perhaps without the
 

need for many additional resources. The first major area con

cerns the program and project planning process. As noted earli

er, there is no specific statement of program objectives. A de

cision to require the articulation of program othectives and a
 

strategy to achieve those objectives would impose a coherence and
 

di rec tion on P2AT activitie5 wh ich presently do not ex is t. It
 

would provide the basis for, the more efficient and effective use
 

of existing resources.
 

Based on this strategy, both office and individual work
 

plans could be required. (While these have been developed by
 

P2AT staff members in the past, these plans have not been used 

consistently and effectively.) Ideally, work plans would 
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establish specific objectives for a given year and would identify
 
benchmarks for tracking both office and individual performance.
 
Project resources and staff time could then be coordinated more
 
effectivcly and it would be possible to assess office
 
achievements on a continuois basis,
 

In addition, an annual review would be undertaken of the
 
office and individual work plans to ensure that they are consis
tent and continue to remain appropriate for P2AT in Kupang. This
 
review should involve all staff members in order that people be
come oriented towards fulfilling a strategic goal as opposed to
 
finishing a task only.
 

If the articulation of a programmatic strategy and the
 
formulation of work plans were required, this would have
 
important consequences for the development of project plans. it
 
would be possible to assess a project plan in the context of the
 
strategy. Project staff and supervisors could look beyond the
 
ne year time horizon established by the annual budget cycle and
 

pay closer attention to the long-term effectiveness of P2AT
 
activities. In this connection, project plans could be required
 
to include assessments of socio-economic conditions which affect
 
project implementation and the achievement of programmatic
 
objectives. Equally important, it would be clearer to P2AT staff
 
why such information is required and why it should be important
 
to them as they go about the task of implementing a given
 
project.
 

The second major area for policy decisions concerns the
 
creation of an effective monitoring system. At present P2AT,
 
like almost every other government department, is required only
 
to report quarterly on two aspects of project implementation:
 
physical achievement and financial disbursements. In the absence
 
of an articulated strategy or office and individual work plans
 
with clear benchmarks, it is difficult to know what else could be
 
monitored systematically.. The establishment of a monitoring
 
system, then, only makes sense if it is coupled with policies 
requiring programmatic strategies, work plons, and improved 
project planning documents. 

The significance of a monitoring system arising out of
 
strategies, work plans, and project plans is tnat it enables P2AT
 
leadership to collect information systematically on progress
 
toward achieving broader objectives. Equally importantly, it
 
allows P2AT to focus attention on the long-term results of their
 
work and to assess the sustainability of benefits.
 

Finally, the third major area for policy decisions affecting
 
P2AT management concerns decentralization of authority. The ef
fectiveness of P2AT activities will always be hampered if staff
 
have no authority to deviate from nationally determined models
 
and to develop programs responsive to local needs and require
ments. Policy decisions affecting decentralization of authority,
 
however, are only possible if they are coupled with the policy
 
innovations affecting program and project planning and monitoring
 
systems which were discussed above. This is because any
 
decisions to encourage decentralization of authority must be
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coupled with an effective means for enforcing accountability.
 
This is of uses an
one the major of effective monitoring system,
 
which in turn rests upon the articulation of a programmatic
 
strategy and the formulations of work plans.
 

Without this support from the national level, it is unlikely
 
that additional equipment, training, or 
technical assistance (the
 
usual mix of inputs provided by AID projects) will result in
 
marked improvement in the performance of P2AT and the effective
ness of their programs. With these kinds 
of policy decisions and
 
support from the national level, it will then be possible to
 
determine wiat kind of or
training technical assistance will be
 
required to implement the new policies. For example, training

and technical assistance could be targeted specifically
 
support the development of program strategies, the 
formulatior of
 
office work plans, and the establishment of an effective
 
monitoring system, once has that
it been determined these should
 
be introduced into the present system.
 

Discussions to date between AID and members of 
 the nation I
 
staff of P2AT indicate that at least some people view the ground
water program in NTT as experimental in the initial stages. They
 
are interestad in testing various technologies and in developing
 
models appropriate to local environmental, social, and economic
 
conditions and do not feel that the Javanese blueprint automatic
ally needs to be used. Furthermore, issues recurrent
of costs
 
and long-term system sustainability are viewed as significant
 
ones to be addressed. 
 From discussions and observations,
 
however, it does 
not appear that these concerns of national staff
 
have been communicated convincingly 
to the provincial staff. The
 
latter indicate instead their fear of innovating without clear
 
signs of support from the center, and as is a common 
bureaucratic
 
syndrome, believe that reaching the targetted number of hectares
 
or amount of construction activities is a primary goal.
 

l.t is clear, then, 
 that the suggestions for strengthening
 
P2AT at the 
 provincial level must be reinforced by policy
 
decisions 
from higher levels of the Ministry hierachy. P2AT
 
staff at the provincial level 
 do not have the authority to
 
initiate these changes and to incorporate them into the ongoing
 
management procedures of the Ministry. This suggests that the
 
first step in trying to bring about the policy changes proposed
 
here is to review them at the national level showing how they are
 
based on an analysis of empirical data generated by close
 
monitoring of the work 
 of PZAT and do not arise simply out of
 
unique circumstances or contingent conditions.
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95 l . t .M ay 4t C : Na n c y . I. i c l 

Chief, WaLer Ru:;uurceu: Divi siolM 

F:l*c)rn: Sllzazne 'e Sislkc
 
P2AT - Kupallg 

SuLbjCLt: Weekly Log 
April 29 - May 4, 1985 

General comments:
 

The start of my work with P2AT was postponed for nearly a month dueabsence of my assigned counterpart who was 
to the 

in adult education. in Surabaya for a training programPak Basuki informedprepared for me on April 25 that space would beme ill the P2AT offices by Monday, 29 April andto work with my counLerpart that f could begin 
speaking with me on 

at that Lime. (Pak Basuki left for Jakart'. afterthe 25th and has not returned to Kupang yet.)
 
My cotnterpart, 
 llari Suwito, is a graduate of a technical (agricultural) high

3
 
school in Pati; Central Java and has a diploma from Cendana University, Kupang"
for a 
-year non-degree program in integrated agricultural extension. 
Ilehas
lived in Kupang for i0 years, working first as an assistant counterpart in
soils and in hydrology for the CIDA-Crippen International survey team for 5
years', then as 
section head of agricultural irrigation in P2AT, as sraff member
of the P3SA hydrology and hydrometry division, and as of this month a-:staff
member for agricultural extension and monitoring in P2A.
 

I-Most of the 
week has been spent trying to overcome problemswith the Pukdale demplot that developedover the pastbeen neglected by P2AT). 
few months (during which time it hasThis ic partly because: 1) P2ATsince 10 people went to Canada has been undurstaffedfor study'programs;
as head of both P2AT and P3SA; and 3) until this 

2) Pak Basuki is ::erving 
staff week there wasavailable for no agriculturalthe demplot project. Hari Suwito had not seenuntil our first visit the siteto Pukdale on Tuesday, April 30.
confronted At that time we werewith what the jkeaLa desa presented1) the pump has not as a state of emergency:worked for a -east a month;rainfall since then; 2' th e has been negligible3) no one from P2AT responded towhen the pump stopped; and 4) the pad is 

their request for helpdying (about 1-1months prior to harvest rime).
 

We had a friendly meeting with the kepala desadesa and owner and his father (former palaof some of the land in the dmplot). They agreedistering a questionaire and visiting the village regularly for monitoring activities. 

to our admin-

Nonetheless, they clearly felt that our 
primary immediate responsibility was 
to get the pump fixed.
 

In fact, there is little possibility
nest of our beginning to collectuntil the pump data in earbegins operating again. Giventing vehicles, personnel, and materials, 

tile difficulty of coordina
repairs are still not
it is not clear completed andwhen everything will be accomplished.the site almost every Pak Hari and I visitedday this Week. We did so to check on the PUKarya (contractors) personnel and laskitawiho are supposedalso to demonstrate to be doing the repairs andto people in Pukdale that welem are working onso that they do not feel we the pump probhave le!t them down (thereby jeopardizing

project's future). 
the 

Although overseeing repairs, etc. is not my job here, both Pakthat my presence could be used Ilari and I feltstraLtegically - espucially inPalk Basulki - the absence ofto get the appropriat. divisions within P2ATthr dcemplot as to io rhcir joquickliy :1- pos:;ibhl:. Palk l1ari at 
all of has been trying to coordinatethis himself, but occasionally he has asked me toies about the progress of make dascr'etr inquirthe repairs of Pal,divisionn) an, Plak Totok 

Abadi Putra (Equipment and Boring!utljtto ([rrigation division) justthat the foreign consultant 
to let them !:now

is aware of the situation.. 
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2/ Siskel 
flay 4, 1985 

Summary.of 1aLek's. activitie.: 

1) Rehabilication of Pukdale demplot 
There are 2 major immediate problems with the 7 ha. demplot: 1) Irrigation 
canals were dug hastily without proper supervision froin agricultural personnel 
prior to the February visit of the USAID Director, WRD staff, et al. These 

canals are full of weeds, rocks, etc. rhe local farmers apparently received 
no instructions about canal maintenance. (They have not weeded tile sawalh 
either.)
 

2) Over I month ago the pump broke down. About the same time some emi'ployees 

of Waskita IKarya (the firm that installed the pump) came out to conduct pumping 
tests there. When they left they tool: some of the external pipes and fittings 
beCwCen the generator and the pump to use in pumping tests at other under
equipped sites. Rather than return these parts to Pukdale, the Waskita Karya
 
people took them back to Kupang and put them in storage. The kepala desa of 
Pukdale reported to P2AT that the demplot pump was inoperative but no one came 
out to inspect it. 

The kenala desa was prepared to buy a new pump himself this week; but my c6un
terpart convinced him that neither th,' village nor private individuals should
 

spend any money on the demplot at this stage. By Thursday evening (May 2)
 
the missing equipment had been replaced, but at that time we found that some
 
of the PVC pipes for carrying water from the pump to tle upper sawah were miss
ing and some were badly cracked. Nonetheless, the pump ran for several hours 
that evening while we were there. It provided enough water to irrigate the 

lower-lying sal_ (about half the demplot), though there was considerable water 
loss dle to the poor condition of the irrigation canals. Before we left PIk-. 
dale, Pak llari instructed the kepala desa's father to turn the pump off within 
a few hours i:hen the diesel fuel supply began running low. We assured him 
that we would return the next day with permanent metal pipes so that al) the 
siawah in the demplot could be irrigated. 

Apparently, soon after ie left the pump began making a loud, new noise and 
they shut it off. We learned of this when we returned the next afternoon
 
(3 May) to wait (in vain, as it turned out) for a PU truck that was to have
 

brought the metal pipes out to the site. The new problem is with a faulty 

fitting for tile rubber belts that drive the pump. Today Pak Hari and Pak Totok
 
tried to locate a replacement for this part and to arrange for the delivery
 
and installation of tile metal pipe. It may be several. days to a weuk before
 
this is accomplished. 

II) Refinement of interview schedule
 
When we have not been occupied at P2AT'and Pukdale with the rehabilitation
 
of the demplot, Pak lari and I have been discussing interviewing strategies
 
and refining the instrument I prepared. The instrument (in hahasa Indionesia)
 
is an adaptation of one used by Diana Putman that incorporates specific con
cerns of the rimor area and questions from other instruments us;ed by IIPSIS,
 
the Elast Java Ground Water Development Survey, and a national village survey 
conducted by BMiSI. Our interview schedule will be quite long and comprehen
sive in order to collect a:;rsuch baseline data as possible. Malny of Lhe ques
tions may seem redundant, but they are de.signed to approach potentially diffi
cult or complex issues from varions perspect ives in tile hope of eliciting the 

Lmost accurate and complete data possible. It is divided into 5 sections and 

it can he administered in 2 or 3 sittings. [Since most of the farmers involved 
in the demplu spend most of the daylight hours in their gardens or with their 
livestock (some as far as 10 ki. from their homes), we must schedule appoint
ments with them to assure that they will be available.] 

I hope to have the completed draft of the instrument ready to send to IRD be
fore the end of next week. Its contents are summarized below: 

1) Respondent profile: to elicit basic information about household composition,
 
educational background, occupation and skills of the respondent and household 
members; general information on property and livestock ownership and/or usu
fruct; experience (or not) outside of Oesau (for work, trading/marketing,
 



MEMO
 

To :ancy MI.'Tlu,,avic I)a : :.l- H . I. 
Chief. 11IRD 

From 	 Suzanne E'.Siskel 
112AT, KuLang, NTI' 

r,
Subject :Wckly Log, - Hay 6-12. 1'3

l::.,aryI of1 wuk's 	activities: 

1) I~ehabilitation of .mun-ot
 
'uchu icul problemcwith tIle lpumpimg y:t;m are still not rr, yl
 

rile past wveok involved a series foiled Lteupts by my cutill*: 'lit L.
of [0 
,Invi Suwil.O to get the Oemllplot irrigatL(d ii! quickly a! ;iu ;. iihe. 
dy one meliChanical probllem lo.d Lo anothr. This /i:;I'utl't!ir compi ic it,.
by di[ iculties P'ak ]a ri. experienced in oll..iining :ultlori:.jIa LO :)tillI 
c:se parts ,slid 'incoordi imatint, technical staff, vehic]('s, dri vcrs,..J
 
tle purchase of gasoline. ak Hlari and .2'AI ,: uel:uflhr
n nnother !:si .pClL
 
'Aoe entire week either at tile site or ill KuIpanll gul'o , i'r, a one ')2A!' ,ivi
 
so.a t'o another trying to organize necessary personinel m d ml oriol .
 
Ihost evenillg; 	 they returned holillh from Pukdl: afitcr 1) p),;l] Ol: Ii ,hL 

L e 1hUd 


iod theml every ethelr uay to Ihe field.
 
cail;ll cd bu::'idC lptillll) Lo I:101liLor 111C.-hi(hIl Ol(tr;aLioll. I ;iCC1('11,l(IIII 

The oLitowing is a brief chronl(oIogy of Lhe weP.-: dove IO')III~ilLS ,11 
till. site: 

u -New pulley (fitting on exteil part oif pmIIp for rlithar liL:;iul.:..
 
drive tie llmachil:) LOcaLil Mid llllrctlse(i in Kupa.g for rp.25,01.
 

7 -Pulley found to be too [ur, e for llIp :1L tI. site.
 
3 --'ri[il ll.apump exchalled for a Lurger (ulsvd) on' from '..
 
1I) J ;CVrIC:lL )IIt With new IMudley il..Ita I ld. The p11ol!11) fl( " ho,1.:
rcol r 1 


n-i then :topped on its own (about Mil hour q fter we hul1 ,. th,,
 
site for the inl,h:
 

11)-NOW piulley found to be rlinCl in :i;11,: w::y a;sprevio i one:. 'T!,i
 
led Lo Lhe discovery tlt Lhe Sl1,d'S 'oun1dat on is i :iholLotl .(uCh IhA 
ti(: eoeuerrLt"ur is us imuch u.s sev!ral LnCle s higher 01.11 Lilnt! 1illip.
TIhis caused tihe pulley to wear (((evenly. (The FOUlld tLioll was.-I ad 
Ln January beflre the end of" the rai'iy 5C3SOl.) 
Send pum ) removed from silo. Sin le Yjlallllr puoiip al di'i ' 

ii nou11itL borrowed from a'ln;Mi'a lIry;.
i .- l'];u)l(lu iLnst lled ojllm i) I:1im ' ;i It..IX r tehlliirrarily outn:;il shod. ( 

to work de.npite a 12 .lotir effort hy 12AT i(rs.Tnel ai i a I (i I 
ul10lulliC to repair i t. 

1 Y.m11i11.1ar rep u.J.rli 1;i.: Kalry: cr. r l i I d byeunllit! b' i ra i ilpchani 
Hari . Sulierg id portion of l)ti(lli1 ng :y.l:om inoprul. iv(- ,hc! mo a 
LIIdqIty or rusted clamIp . ffal- rsil lar.1 iullpi rn:u fur "),n. ') 
houlr'. Util the Yaniil.ir elgine hfrof:e down. 

Ole imjor rC:esOll For tlls 	 is ( i I.,(!rri ill"prubivem: lilt. I HiIt:
 
n.lfpi lIiIt iS fluw, tihough ,; h1v. repilaced. I 1
so e fart Ciell .'2A : t1'o
 
,jutntlly exchange or horrow parts hll .;Ltl'od eplliJillh. or frolin ill!:.I1.C:
 

to be LISed at 	 another, and miai nteuacu i:Si ll.5(iljlat0 
tined 	 Har :1(.I'l 010 11aEllu-, Pak 1o1.3il211wIIC(. ill.ll1qli.l.1 1 

Inl tie nleaqlll.ill12 , ikiik hun . l i llll ;,I LI; o:. .itI ntl)lgll O I i:L[)Jl' m 

;I tonflernLiVe 	 effort alOll childr{ll :11111y.)lJ. lI tu (o ,;(ll .111 lI r -

ulill broken-down walls of tile ivrlt-igt.i1)11 ranals ;Irol.lmI the. l0 , ti"
 

W:'!l. lis work is (lot co:fl UL l yol..
 

http:Yaniil.ir


The father of the kenla dnosa nwnri some of the I and in hl duii (and tie land on which WHqOIan, an artusian 
L 

could not uait for tie PAT pmp 
I.ell for driuking tJ:,t.uLo wurk lhcaItse hLefared he wouldhis entire l,:,erice crop. lie bought a rpj.5Ot) londa kvrnmeni.,upump and insral le d redit at: th t (O wti I . (lie ii.i irri ,g.L d only hi;s ,Ill

land. ) 

2) Meotin with fr. Basuki|ak Baub i returned to the
and O fiac On 'hur::;ay (May 9) .I met with him l':i Ilirito clarify some isues that had caused difiJcult:yfor us Pakin Basuki's absence:'
 

-P2AT covers expenses related, to 
 irrigation only.stnllatioh and repairs This inctld+s into thu pump, generator,
counrcrpart shcl, pipJQs, LC. (MIyhad not received any oriltatiOn about this.that this demplot, lie e0pUCL,,.like others on which he has worl:ud, wouldconmletely by b f inmcudthe departmant that s et it Ui in order to fili:i::a, LIK.,chances of success.
 

-02A0provides an agricultural extCnsiun 
SpecialiSL (ityto advise the couatwr in rt)farmers, but costs of fertilizer,etC. Must be horn 
all seed, illSUct icJdc,by the fairmers than-e[,ely or provided by the a ocntLof agriculture.

-ohre is a P.U. colt pick-up truck thatof Pak Ihari and I canthe time to go to Pukdale ue soMeif it is not needed elsewhere.eXpected to fill I will L ethe tank With gnsoL inc and
[The difficulty of coordinating vehicles, 
to compen'ate the drivor.
 

drivers,daily impediment and gSTT been ato the rehabilitation ofweel:s. the demplot over LheHy renting a vehicle, however, ,Ilat '2
would haveand set an inappropriat acostly precedent (at least rp.50,O0O/<hly

diem). plus driver'; frue andIt would have mean t Lhnt p.urI wa. pr-v idil,-Lo Lransport mechanics P.II. %iiLII a vehicleantd equilment_ which inot llmy rv:.wiiI.ii lLyhere. 

) n with 1110 consultantsmet Mr.h Gupta who has ben 
water project 

in charge of thu, UIlO-lldI' drinkingfor NITT for about 5 yearsciate, and a newly arrived junior asso-Mr. Ron Parker, to discuss their well in Puldalse.in It was drilled1932 and then capped. According to Mr. Quta,until 1936-7 when the GO1 
it is not to he usedw~ill provide

electric 
funds to purchase a submersiblepump, pipes, and other expenses withproject. Electric UNICE.[ i iplemo1c i (g tilepower will come from thm main PLN-Kulpang- .3tLion assoon as the system reaches Pukdale. (At the moment Lhor-r is agenerator that IncalIprovides Pukdae witch elecLriCityIIIO at night only.)well is meant Theto serve 30 hoi;oholdP who willa common line that will run al 

Iet the water from

tit nearby [iildnle road. The
may be used for supplementary Lrrigal:ion when 

eel 
drinking water is not .ned

ed. 
Comments: 1) Pak Basuki is critical of the t ype Offor the WHIOwell because iL in (,Ulwi) platineldvery .xlpens iv: amid r"ir ; :inl ::.oil iac,,rep:,ir people are not vai lable in ll jn.2) The .S Q le moel and oth a-iy LIi;IL no one ne,,!:. UIl'.i ucl I C,r
drinking 
 wa ter because v(!r, houise his its aowii wul Iuishing L'tir Iiol!.:iah,Water. ;anid
3) According to Llhe koim, dl. a ;.iil hi: fahiur , jglm:warer from thils wall So h. io 

oIlW i :i. hiit hWe iin Imtritjrtent UnU siriCo it:;
dril led. 

:,a 

4) !Refinnemnt of intervi s liiI
There n IbIen little opporLtlniL y tostrunet I prepared. 

flui ah our revi:ion oh t, ia-About a third of it rem:aiins for Pakl: LAriwirh me . LU ,JiEcu.-If the pump prohlemn can bu resolvedtrouble fin isling this work 
soon we :should have nuby next week. I ill send te ,rr [LKU Itto you as soon a!; we h:ve completed it. 

http:rv:.wiiI.ii


5 ] C t.Ii0n of I y:sLcdiLn ;-lotl Lhl. v 

,eCl rly on Qjw-lt!ry He prvtv I, ! 
L iML GOth the villa. 

and 	SOnle gLenerC r-;ljdl! I ln1iWlml |illIol.lt ibcgo.ItA. 0",:; 
oU 	 he village l dII 
not 	 keep neat complete re ords,,ut rablhr has i ualn i|tlo j d d.11 

-; . 	 (us'.u ch.:rLS W0-0 ,nr|oWL: 
various personal agaendams a|d noW.ehkin 	 haIv not iWV1I 

in order to pl=t:Licize Uh1lmi anld thy
IKIIN in Kupangby 	 of wh inforliwha w+ iiothinr copy

yet. TIhu secretay (ouI:s IotL
returned 	 . Le willimesAm in mii 

contain. In addition, the lhuLe
tion they 	 w-O has th:i chiart:;, awl w ill 

the 	 IKlUI;N repreSiIl.;vivye
have to track doun 	 r

th,-	 reg unal haul-)us ohl i : Ioro 
try 	the Kupang Timor camnaL Lnd in 

i a Li:t or io 21 far::i|': included
is piepnidata. The secretary Llat [ reqloo tod. 

and solie dn.ojra phi c in formaLtion 
tie 	deIAtLut project 

,.Iy:.he ready within a ,- hahouldihe.,n 

cc: 	 Diana PuLnan, WRD
 

Al lewmnn WRI)
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Fromi'c..c 
.I 

Subject 
.. .. 

'11IA:l. eol t: hi c '. 

Ucclc I,~ cay " ccutaj1 17 iru acit L C'Ii cc 
c:..ry:c 4i 1c;) they I;a.'.Icc I''cnj- 1,1" . .. Ii tjc

h.ncci I,c lc c c 
O . ~ Lc cj*j' rtc:c IA1 , er e ei ccI c'' ccca~:Liicy icL 11ii i.uc i I ' i. , e Ly 

i 
' r' c' 

e 'u Caili!o~c~,ini'vr
cik'cct~~~ 

:i ii ' I I:ec iI i;)cc~cc .'jce'l itcai I i cc l'-i Ihi cc evIt cl ~I it I I c I ccut! ic i l i c 1! ovo I,.io: i.id 1 
-i-d' u I !1cc, e cc L . ,.11ic it c e t i c LciP 2A ocI . c. ; I ' e c Iiic.'l'('c'c~~~~~~~~tc~~tW1c '~jI, t cccc icci. I- L c c i' .' 

II~i'Ccc.~e !ccc c'"-"t~e I ) ! I - !wo'ni'.!cc! jcLcc. few cr . ci t I !I( .end.1''c'cc . m'ecit! 'ccjoccI11c c ..... I- c.ecb 

12I' ic)jer optceaL"c 

'Ic!. Ih r i I I ],'Ir'r!,cr' c'' IU ~~tc c ie e! 

1' :i. Wi Lc' IJ LI.cc~c.reel I l e Ic I'2 VI' i t: Ccc ic' a t'ice~ ~cLio ~ cc L~ c~-11 ~ci c~ c 1c Alcic i r 
Ic c 

i cey ic c I IL'c ce t'
 
cOc .. r Lcjccili 
 Ci I !I I.;1c.' te 

c 
I. c I c'ite c. Vc.wcrl iL ul ite0 Lc C'iti'i "n'eceni o r 1)e ''' t!!; ci A'is ' 

1t ccti ~ e c ' 

ill ~~ ~t : ~ ' ie~ c~ ~e -Il I Ic I~cI' 

__If ) l r IIt Ic I' %,(I L I c.I . cM' Ic 

cctc1.7 .'ec' i ii i ' ec 



la o I I 'i-.1 Ill "!' I I il , , iviiv IV ,! in Lhe , ilyi lL . AC : rL1 i . ) I I 
I i a h li, ll iu;,i .i .,-: 

I im-neIr 12 .rP: , ( 2 I. ) 

I " 1" 
I( i h( . !"; hi. 

.)
) 

I "' *" ( .'y.' ba. ) 

I 230; ti (2.:"0 ha.) TOtl.: :I . ; h:-. 

'!th wi!lICOm:MPrt, Ii:; i I iL h thW, OMicAiN unt pl'ritlhu(d iy io,! vill agu 
st-creLairy whn i. is lV;Ii 1ble. 

So l'Lr L! Iiav !l:al i,) luck WiLli tilL CaIn;l ':3 iC.2. Tho' 
o IficiAl W have copy thu )e.h PukdzllI 1..i a01who loi ld al of Potensi oar 
bean in the off ice and no one elso Llurv has been ablo t1 hcll) it. 

3) Ce rnl cnininen0t:a 
1) P2AT i:i about to move fIromi it: prespnL IOCIL in ,;n II . L.nlmlnr; 

tO a ne,.owly devuloping area caliud Kelapa illa . ('lAi.. iS Wt a'a [il 
which a large hotel and a nLou cmnt;u of Uni,,or:;i t, Condani tilrl. ilso 
being caTsIructetd.) .\pparcnl y iurn ol f ice spiie:,: ieeded .(, lccomo;raiL( 
the Id i2.AT st aff ,nLumbIerSi ciIo hive ) n sLudyilli in (';inlli.1 I*or tilo IlOSl 
ye!Lar and reuL c uptn; WiLiiin nu:ML 3 manthi'. ,cr.s oAwill Lu the 
the MAEaft are .somewha concerned ahout the mnove. !iovLn;; LOt 1e.,1:l .i .l 
may creae 50111, probleo:t; fur a number of people who do not hive t.a,iroWn 
transportation. The are: in naoL e:si.1y accua;ible hby Irio ;ar! is quir; 
fir fromn Lheir hoiiec. Al.:;o, there i:. no Phone• service in LhaiL :aroi. 

T:IL move li .:lCt, I j:;L L ilie Li: Owl t~ pl;a.)e - in Cor Vi sit th 
{:hiot of P2AT from Jail!artL, Ir. .larzuki Snlcl. i iiie :li fi eL iIl, 

!iiI arl y June. 

2) There I:. ben cou!iierahle peosimnism iiino frm.r 1., ;'ugi~5 lI 
aLout Libe demplPOt . 'hii Ai; due noL only to L!UmrcenL p rd!A.0M::; 'ith 
Lhe pump but also to at one incidient sevoral * rs ig in whichie:i;t .ni 

ymine P.11. irriga I io al ftaff Oro forced OuL of LAU wrea Ly ne:d viL
lagr;. Apparencly Lb.cre hid been a Plan to buil :; lard, i: ill tihe 
hills hhind the vii loe witi irrigat~ion channel: lown to : targo area 
Of - ,lh. CORm;iderbiit[e dI:i:;e; 2 Lit build ings and :;:: Ma ,,: . Wit h it
tl or no iindiUMiAi [Caul nl; :1 L',e proj:CL io lUver CaoMii I :teii. 

Pci plculi :I t 2AI hav 'I i, sc[ ;i.eXihiLLli ; with ;1i,, (;inl pru bOll 
WoOld nut Wlnt Lo). I I C:rn d IbOUL it whell Fily COInIn iillt :1:. Ia il. 
Lu ;evnr:i . Of LOa farmer: it Lhe S Vl thaI LAS ih:mitlot i. i.a; wIa:,il :.a! 

y a COiiipleLly di~ lr(alL :;t.iLt. , ,one or i.'hOm;i l :miiyl.lilly.., Lo .) Wi:)t 
LhIo diaim projVCt . Theu 'l Ih.a 11:;ll1(!L hiv':-l:':w.lit 1ii liLliL I1i,.; 
Lo ,r.. lise t . -ifill[ (:ini .i.liiing i' t.ia irrig . luiol I :.ii3S i 

ih-it L:ey WOeL oa i i'I'V - not. willing Li '''cmi 1muc..i : * l't it Lh10 
MiL ' "Mlil i:y W Mi" 'i i'icu thatiaL Lhir2 I ibor ;oult ii . ! . in Vill. 
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: s. Nancy M. ''umzivickro Dat, : May 26, 1985Chief, Water Resources Division
 

From Suzanne E. Siskel
 

P2AT - Kupang, Nr 

Subject Weekly Log - May 20-26, 1985
 

Summary of week's activities:
 

1) Rehabilitation of the demplot and pmp operation

As planned, farmers cleaned 
out irrigation canalsaround the Clemplot this week. 

and built fences 
anxious to put in 

Now, both P2AT and the farmers arepermanent (cement) canals since aboutpumped is being lost due to 40% of the waterpercolation and seepage. 
 Work on
plus construction of a permanent pump shed 
the canals 

Governor has signed an 
will not begin until theS.K. that covers this and(The necessary fund!; 

other P2AT projects.for Pukdale have been included inproject budget totalling over 
a larger drilling
Rp. 20 million.
regulations, for budgets over 

According to government

Rp. 20 million P2AT must solicit tenders
from at least 10 private firms after P.11. andthe appropriate S.K. 

the Governor have signedPak Basuki delivered this letter to the Governor a week ago.)

The pumping rate is about 5 liters/second fur a minimum of 4 hours
each morning and evening. 
 All of the planted areas (about 2 ha. ofrice and 100 scj.m. of mung beaus) areSeveral plots of 

receiving adequate irrigation.
rice wiLl be ready for harvesting within
Pak Basuki plans 2 wcnlo.;. 
demplot if pumping 

to drill up to 7 more small tubewells within thistests indicate that the existing well can supply
only 51ps. Pak Hari, on 
the other hand, says all that is necess:ry
are permanent irrigation canals to minimize water loss.
 

2) Plans for the next planting
 
We met with the kepala desa several times during the
cuss week to disthe next stage in the development of the demplot.
incentive to There is a major
plant all cf the demplot in palawithe Minister of P.U. is due to 

a as soon as possible:

come


the Pukdale site. 
to NTT in August and will inspect
The kepala desa said they will kill
have a "symbolic harvest" cuecl-b 

some cattle and

ion in the Minister's honor.Corn is the most common secondary crop in Puklale. It isgrown for mainlylocal consumption with any surplus being soldOesao market. in the localSeveral years ago, under the administration of the previous bupr~i, farmers were encouraged 
to
seeds from the agriculture department 

plant mung beans. They ruceived 
ty 

and were guaranteed the opportunito sell their harvest back to 
the government.
has not initiated agricultural incentives of 
The current hun~iti 

There is 
this sort (yet). an agricultural extension station in the adjacent village
of Naibonat (about 
-
km. from the demplot). 
 There is regular cint,,ct
between the resident extension wori::!rs and the farmers in Pukdnhl.
My counterpart, Pak 
lari, 
will contact, the staff of the agricultur:alstation soon to coordinate extension work. 
 le hnpcs hat
supply the necessary seeds, they W:ill
fertilizers, etc. 
for the demplot, sliaC,
thmis is not 
part of P2AT'r responsil,;lity.
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3) Meeting with head of irrigation for N'11' 

a long stay in Jakarta.It. Ilartono returned this past week from 
to him and we reported on the current state
 

Pak Basuki introduced me 

to have a general idua about the 

of the demplot. Ir. Blartono seemed 
specific knowledge about it. Appar

plans for this demplot, but little 	
forresponsibility

ently he has entrusted Pak Basuki with most of the 

the project.
 

4) Meeting with l-ecamatan official 

We finally tracked down the kecamatan BangDes official. lie loaned 

(There is not much information confor Pukdale. 

ocument and many of the demographic and property figures
us the Potensi Desa 


-

us 


tained in this 

by the village secretary.) licagreed


differ from those given to 
 associa
to attend the organizational meeting of the P3A (water 

user:;' 

demplot.


tion) on May 25 to express kecnmatnn level 
interest in tile 


had not informed tile camatL offi
lie also expressed annoyance that P2AT 

informed us that P2AT 
cially about this project. (Pak Basuki later 

All official comunicontact the carnal.has no administrative reason to 
and the bupati will be informed 

cation goes through the hunti's office, 

as the preliminary work at the site is accomplished. At tLhat 
as soon 

to visit and inaugurate the demplot.)
time P2AT will ask him 

5) Organizational meeting for P3A
 

farmers in tile demplot gathered at

On May 25, 19 	of the now 24 

for their first official ineeting. The primary purpose
village officethe 

form a P3A and choose its leadership. I told them about the 
was to 
 would answer 
sucio-economic survey. I emphasized that we hoped they 

questions accurately and not under-report their holdings, in
nil our 

conic, etc. for fear of taxation. (The official village figures for
 

livestock holdings, for example, are clearly lower 
than actual numbers.)
 

Pak Hari's intention had been to appoint the leadership 
of the 

Wisely, in my
P3A himself after consultation with the kepala des. 


should be the responsi
opinion, the kenala desa refused. lie said this 

bility of all members of the demplot (though he had a slate of officers 

in mind). In fact, the meeting involved heated and acrimonious discus
also about

sions not only about the ladership of the P3A but about 
into smaller user groups (5 in all) and about 

the division of the 7 ha. 
Hari's strate0gy -Las to

the leadership of each of these groupo. Pak 
cuur-se we have 

say "I think so-and-so should be ' ead of the P3A, but of 

first.' The keoala desa allowed consideritblu 
to discuss it (mtiawarah) 

the 4 posirions. These 
debate before he offered his choices for each of 

were accepted after further discussion. (The head of the orgunizatioi' 

land owner in Lhe demplot and his son is the puimp
is the largest single 

one of the 5 user group:. Ihe i _.Ia 
operator. Anotler son is head of 

owner of one of the smaller1)1los, is al;0 hbead uf a 
:h,:io's father, 

group. )
 

this meeting I foresee a stormy, but
Given the social dynanics of 

Virtuiafly everyone
not necessarily unsuccessful future for this P3A. 


These people are regarded locally as indepen
in-Pukdale is Rotinese. 

contentiousness, as yesterday'sdent thinkers, perhai) to the point of 	
furRotinese have a reputationmeeting demonstrated. Likewise, the 

- witness their prominence in the local
industriousness and initiative. 


civil. service and the relative success of their agriculture on Timor. 

cc: Diana Putman, ARD/WRID
 
Al Newman ARD/W\RD
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May, 1935
 
Suzanne 1'. Siskel, P2AT - Kupang, 11i'
 

Summary of princinal nctivit:ies 

This consultancy at P2AT - Kupang effectively began on April 29, 1985). 
During this first month I. have lieen i nvolved in the following principal activ
ities: 

1) rehabilitation of the pumping unit at the P2AT demonstraLion plot; 

2) encouragemont of local farmers' interest and participation in the 
demplot; and
 

3) 	 collection of basic demographic, socio-economic, agricultural , and 
other data regarding Pukdlale. 

Considerable progress has been made at the dCmplot over the piastL month: 

1) The pump is now operating after over a month's hiatus wlhn- it was 
broken.
 

2) 	 A Pu! '1l.e resident who has had some training in die.sel. MUcha'ics 
was hired to operate, maintain, and guard the pump. 

3) The farmers whose land is part of the demplot formed a water users'
 
association and have participated in several cooperative labor ef
forts to clean out the irrigation ditches and put. fences around 
the entire demplot area. 

4) Rice planted on a small part of the demplot land is being harvested
 
now and farmers are preparing to plant corn (to be harves!ted as
 
green corn) on the entire 7 hectares of the demplot.
 

Procedural matters 

The start of my work with P2AT was postponed for nearly a month. Ir. 
Basuki liartono, head of P2AT - Kupang, sent my designated counterpart to Sura
baya for-a training program. The counterpart, Hari Suwito, did not return 
to the office in Kupang until late April. 

Space has been provided for us at the P2AT office at JI. Lalamentik. 
(These are temporary quarters until P2AT moves to its new offices in the Kula
pa Lima section of Kupang.) We have spent iiost of our timIe during the month 
of 	May at the demplot, however. On most of tile trips to Pukdale mchanics 
who were working on the pumping system accompanied us. We often Lransported 
parts and equipment as well. A small pick-up truck was available from P2AT 
for most of these trips to the site. 

Status of the demplot 

On our first visit to Pukdale on April 30, 1985, wu discovered Iwo 
major problems at the demplot: 1) the pump had not worked for over a month 
due to faulty and missing parts; and 2) the irrigation ditches around the 
demplot were full of debris. Thus, the primary focus of activity for the 
past month has been to -ehiabilitate tile uiemplot. 

'Tlhu.r t has been a series of parlt: repIlacemunts and repairs ol the pumping 
systLei. At thi s tile, a surface moinled cIntri ifgal pump powered Iy a IijseL 
motor is pumping water at the rate of about 9-10 liters per second. ThlIis 
pumping system has been installed temporarily outside of a small .;shiod that 
is meant to house the utmp and motor. The reason is that the shed's founda
tion has settled unevenly. 'Tlhus, the ul I cys of the pump and motor cannot 
be aligned properly wheni this michiliery if; ill place inSide lIe shud. A perma

tO ch1M ,m wiLhilnent ;Lructure hoie lI Ilpllipilll :;y: i:; :slateld to lie consI.'ucLOd 
the nlext few mnont1hs.s. 
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officials organized severalAt tile instigation of my counterpart, village 
clean out the irrigation ditcheS. around the diicooperative labor efforts to 

plot 	and to build fences all around the area to prevent animal' from entering 

the fields. More than half of the irrigation ditches have been cleared. 

Nonetheless, there still is considerable water loss due to evapor:ition an 

percolation. According to Jr. Basuki, permanent (cement) irrigt, ion canals 

will 	be laid at about the same time as housiug for the pump is built. 

Abot one-third of the demplot wa's planted in rice paddy in January 
due to lack of rain and to early1985. Because of a water shortageFebruary, 


problems with the pump operation, a quarter or so of this rice crop was lost.
 

The remtlining crop is being harvested now. At tile same time, many of the
 
ca:;es, thisfarmers are preparing land [or pl anting in. palaw ia. In most 

crop will be green corn, Which shlould enable a net profit per hectare of at 

least Rp 450.000. This is a potonti' l hoon to the duetiplio farmer:s Since their 

land would have lain fallow until tile next rainy season. 

Community response to the P2AT deni0lot 

There was considerable Scepti-sin about the demplot"is chances for success 

on the part of demplot farmers and village officials in Pukdale. Indeed, 
the pumiping systeminitially there was no one from P2AT available to monitor 

planting. The t:,:ttLion hasand to coordinate demplot amtl in;i.trat jon and 
improved .ignificantly with the appointment of my counterpart: a; overseer 

of the demplot and since we began making almost daily trips to the site over 

the'past month. Now that the pump is operating, the demplot farmers have 

begun showing more serious interest in investing their time and some funds 

and in planting palawi.ia . A water users' associationin preparing their land 

(P3A) has been formed, as have 5 demplt sub-groups for regiloat iot of water
 

use.
 
locally based agricultural ex-My counterpart and I held a meeting wi.th 


tension workers (from the Balai Penyttlulian Pertanian in Naihonat, adjacent
 
Hatlya to Pukdale). The administrator of the center (Penyulult Pertanian 


PPM) and the extension worker for Pukrlte (Penytluh Pertlnian Lap:tngan - PPL)
 

both expressed their willingness to he,lp instruct the dimiplot farmers in ap

propriate land preparation and planting techniques and in use of fertilizers
 

and insecticides. The PP.I also assret' us that there would be no problem
 
hrliablemarlketifig green corn grown on the demplot since he has a buyer who
 

will purchase the corn directly from the BP. Neither P2A'v nor the ',PP are
 

able to supply seeds, fertilizer, or insecticide for the d1emplot, however.
 

These must be purchased by the farmer.i themselves. Thus we will not kiow
 
tile full measure of farmer commitmenit to the dempilot until we see the extent
 

to which they invest their money as well as their labor in it. 

Data 	 collection 

In order to collect general demographic, socio-economic, agricul tural,
 

and other background information about: the Pukdale urea, my couiterliart and
 

I have h.-,l at least one meeting tith each of the followjinl:
 

1) secretary of desa Pil:dale - for village census and regi.ttation
 
of property (land and livestock htolding!;);
 

2) liangDes official for Kecamatan Kupang rimur (in whtich Pukdale is 
Dean for I'ukdalu. There is not much itformaLionlocated) - to get the Potonsi 


contained in this document and matny of the demographic and property fiquires
 

differ from those provided by the village secretary.
 

- a rctirot! P.O. staff member whu it coilecte'd
3) "rainfall observer" 

rainfall measurements for the past 30 years Ln the same Oesao catchment are.i
 

as Pukdale - to collect daily rainfall figures for tile past 10 years;
 

4) atlinistrator of the Kecamatati Kupang Timur [ul kesmas - to records
 

are kept on numbers of visits, incidence of disease, morLality, etc. by vil

lage, but we obtained information oi the major health rIoblums of the region
 

as a whole; and
 1) 

http:palawi.ia
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5) WIIO-UNOP drinking water project consultants, Mr. H. CUpta amd Hr.
Ron Parker - to discuss the background and plans 
 for the WO well in Pukdalewhich is located within the deiplot. (Their well was drilled in 19,32 andthen capped. WIIO-UNDP plan to install a submersible electric pump in 1986-7.In fact, the dhmplot farmer on wihose land the W1O well was drilled has prchased a kerosene powered pump and is using; the well to .;Ul ly irrigaLion 
water for his crops.) 

Plans for next month 

The primary focus of my attention during the coming month will be a comprehensive questionaire on socio-economic issues including hou:ehmld budgetsand organization; livestock, land, and other property ownership and/or usufruct; agricultural practices; farm income and expenditures; marketing; laborallocation; irrigation experience; and participation in community, government 
and NCO programs.


At the demplot, farmers plan to prepare their land and plant pal awia.In p, inciple, all members of the P3A agree that 100% of the demploL shouldbe planted. The largest single land owner (who has about 2.3 ha. in contrastto the majority with 10-15 are) has divided up his land to he worked by a 
number of individuals. 

My counterpart, llari Suwito, will continue to oversee all demplot activities. lie also will accompany me to the farmers' households to help administer 
the questionaire.
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To 	 Nancy H. Tumavick ) & LV .Juno 10, 1935 
Chief. Water Resources l)1vision 

From 	 Suzanne E. Siskel 
P2A'l' - Kupang 

Subject 	 Weekly Log - .itle 2-3., 1935 

Summary of week's activities: 

1) Problems with the pumni 

The pump broke dewn again for severnl days this past week. 'le I.1M.mechanic who went out to choc: it said that the motor oil needed Lu he changed
and that the three one-week old fan beltis were strrtchud and needou to
replaced. Fortuitously, one of 

he 
the two VSOs3 (F.nglLIsh volunteers), .LVev Simpson, a trained farm mechanic who works at the PIDl'agricultural re.searci sta

ion, Sukabitetek, happened to visit us. T discussed the pump prohlems withihim and he offered to accompany my counterpart and me to the field to take 
a look at the equipment. lie spotted Lhe problem immedLately. The fan be) tsthat have been 	 used to drive the motor and plmp pulalys are aboMt ha:Lf thU
width and thickness that they should be. The P.1I. mechanic found Lhree re
placement belts that were about one size smaller than thU opLimal ;ize, but
 
a major improvement over the previous ones. 
 As soon as the 	 new heIL. werein place the pump began operating at about twice tile power I.haL it Cver had 
before (i.e. about 9-10 liters/second).
 

The P.11. mechanic also changed the oil in the dio:el engineI i:tc'adof using 30 strength oil that is recommended for diesel ongi nes that have 
not beein broken in yet, 
the mechanic provided 40 strength Which is Lao heavy
for a new engine and can cause overheating. MIy counterpart assures ;1e that 
this mistake has been rectified. 

Meeti no with agricultural e.rension workers 
A meeting for all demplot farmers with my count:erpart and LhQ locally

based agricultural extension worker:; had heen sctieduled for R n.m. on Saturday
(June 8). The 	village administration and 
tthe P3A officers know about tie
meeting and announced it to all concerned. By 12 p.m. only about 
 5 farmers
 
had stown up at the building used 
for village meetings (located at. one end

of tie dempIot, within easy walking di:;tance of all tlemtitot farmer hous,
hots). The desa secretary and head ioh 1'A went to eict 
 otliou tse iaOIl th
farmer:,, but most of thoi were working on fiilds ruLttir a,' from LhUir un;or we,-o Lransferring cattle from one rmazing lo:ULiUm to anither Fvunt uaIt I y,betwen 2 and 3 p.m., most of the r'armior- ha 1 aiHhcred for Lt!i mUL i 'TIeLat.
agricul urnl Oxtension workers remn iMYi in IukAtal c uti I they were alhIt Lhod meeting . PPL (exten:;ion worker) for PukilaIe and my cooL1: riart. 

1ile The 
helped one of tthe farmers plant several are in corn, using a rope help bypeople at each end of tthe field to align i-.teplanteLd rows. In casal coaver.'l.ion with sonic of the farmers and with the PPI. beiself, we a:mcnid ih i
 
the PPl.has not vi.ited Putdnte for IImcii though
Simlie in, Imv adli lori:,;Lr,

of rtho local agricultural s:aLinn, hi: PKI, told uS thal his OxLui,n ',rs
make weekly rounds to all ith! vill, mes ill their lailiwick. 

At tthe meeting, tthe 1t1 at 1l, discmusSed Lhe reI atlye merit:; of Lhe
 
crops that could be plited on Lhe deMtlL. They expla imd 
that grl:;l corn 
would nLt the highest profit (i .e., iAproximate more clustly than ol.li.r 1:rnps
the 11t yield of rice paldy). O h r hii :e;,surc.h a:; Wt m'me I:Joll uis,1|mmvr:ri 



vegetables, would he difficult and expensive to market.. In the case of vege

tables, there would be insurmountable competition from te vill;ige of' Tarus 

halfway between Kupang and Pukdale. A church-.sponsorud farmwhich is located 
innovator has taught and encouraged local farmers to raiseer/agricultural 

tomatoes, cabbage, greens, and Uhur vegetables for the luliug ma:rke,t and 

also to sell their produce h bicyr le in Lhe morning and eveninlu in nearily 
Pukdale farmers are going to plant SuMul portionsvillages. Several of the 

of th'ir demplot land in vegetables and peanuts as an experiment anyway, bur 

most will b. in green corn. Contrary to what he told 0S in our initial m2et
not found a supply of corp seeds that the farmers can pnring, the PPIl has 

in Kupangchase. Thus, my counterpart will visi.t the agriculture (lepartmenT 

and tryoh r potential sources next week. 

Farmer interviews
 

We conducted our first interview with the father of the kpela_ tiesa. 

It lasted over 4 hours, both because the questionaire is long and because 
we had hoped to interview thisof the man's loquaciousness. The other farmer 


week was too busy but we have arranged an appointment with him fur ne::t week.
 

After completing these two interviewis, my counterpart and T will mahL any
 

final revisions t-har, seem appropriate. Our first respondent was quite open,
 

though he could not provide precise answers to many of our (jue.SLions. For
 

example, he Wrill not know the number of cattle lie own!; until the month of
 
to brand calves born during Lhe past

Octob2r when he customarily goes out 
is a manageable numLeryear. lie likes to keep his herd to about 300, which 


given grazing conditions and availability of labor. The cattle is kept as
 

a form of savings, being sold off as cash is needed. In the past tins farmer 

has bought a truck (now runted out to someone in Kupang), a buimo (which 

has been sold), and 3 tractors; finunced a major operation for his wife; and
 

17 million house for his son. Rocently lie :;old 3 head Lo buy
built a Rp. 
uses on the WIO well.the kerosene powered pump that he 

Upcoming activities at the dmnlot 

Ir. Basuki informed us that construction of the permanent pump shed and 
next month. It is especially importhe cement irrigation cantails should begin 

tant that the shed he built as sooim as possible because the pumping system
 

is completely unprotected. The local operator stays at the pump site to guard
 

it until late into the night, hutL :he machinery is s.til Ift unguarded %ihen
 

the man has work or activities el :ewhere. 
Iost of the paddy plzaMted on the dempi nt has b.en hmarvcStel, and maly
 

of rhe farmers are iow pr par ill Lh i land fur corn p mml I ig . Olit itc. LiV(
 

to plant is the planned visit Lo Lsh siie of the P.I1. inlislter" and loIal dig

,itari (S scledIIled for AtuSt. Tn addil ion, the vii.lage admini;larat ion has
 
juSIt announceed that there will he a large number of miliitazy lmr-unniel moving
 

in.o Pukda lc for two months be ,ilnulng ran Augu:;t 15 as part or 1110 "l.\ ll[ hasul:
 

t a le L( e;(:II nmuchofl their c:, tr h:lrvmu:L1!: 'i program. h'll( farmers will i 

to hee((:On.
 

cc: 1). Putman ARI)/WRf 
A. Newman ARD/WRiD 

/ 



MEMO
 

To llancy M.Tumvick Division Date jn( [',I , [
Water ResouesiiioChief, 

: Suzanne I"'.S.;lceIlFrom 
LP2AT - Kupang, M'TF 

June 0-15, 1935
-Subject : Weekly Log 

1. Preparat~i°n of the demplot for TVRI 
pro

TVRI-Jakarta sent a cre%' to 
Kupang this week to film various 

Ptl, 
the crew 

Basuki informed us on Wednesday (June 12) that 
jects in NTT. Ir. 

This came as an unwelcome surprise 

would be in Pukdaie on Saturday 
the 15th. the P.U.
 

to my counterpart who had been 
planning on possible TV coverage 

of 

capermanent irrigationhe hopes, the 

Mini'ster's visit in August. By then, 
and the first -reen corn crop

been constructedshed will havenals and pump 
should be almost ready to harvest. desas they worked in the 

of Vednesday talking to people
We spent most about agriculture and" 

their questionsanswered Asfields. My counterpart the TV filminn.plot land look presentable for
make theirencouraged them to 13th. Pak 

happened, a P3A meeting had 
been scheduled for Thursday tile 


it to clean out the 

Hari used this opportunity 
to organize a cooperative effort 


strongly encouraged the farmers 
to
 

lie 

remaining clogged irrigation 

canals. look like a 
land so the demplot would 

weed and burn off the brush on their 
angcred svveral farmerslabor 


serious endeavor. already. Neverthele-3s,
The suggestion of cooperative many
than their share 

felt they have done more ' 'ycounterpartwho for 2 days, including heipLl 
of the farmers did work very hard 

to tie hi!le St section 
to carry waterinstall metal pipe

and a P2AT mechanic 
of the demplot. 

for people in Pukdale. Pa :kuki 
was an anti-climaxThe TV filming they didexpected and3-j hours later than 

film crew arrived about ny counterand the Pak asuki had in;tructed!l 
anyone at the site,, though tonot interview water user's association ready 

the heads of the village and !"aspart to have to have Ir. SabbichL;intendedthe film crew 
be interviewed. Apparently as one of many P.1]. projects

the demplot
Kekanwil p.U.-N''r, describe had comejidi, Kepala Pengairan, P.U.-l'f,

Ir. llartono,
in the province, lie and asuki with the filmto meet Pak 
out to Pukdale in their own 

minutes, Ir. Sabbichis returnedcars expecting 

crew there. After waiting for them for 45 
he played nofor the filming,was in PukdaleIr. Ilartonoto Kupang. Though 


active role in it. There nay e)t!2 :3.2grenLY:

be broadcast. 

It is not clear when this will !l 'ore ILchar:iu 
news, Berita Nusantara, jui:t

first eveninga short piece on the after the holiday.
Hembangun sometime 

and a longer, feature report on Daerah 
think the footage .iLlI do notat the demplot,was no commentary of theSince there tell, they took shots

As far as I couldinstructive.be particularly 
pump (still outside its shed), 

water flowing in an irrigation 
canal, people
 

one plot, a vegetable garden adjacent to
 
wleedharvesting and threshing rice 

in 
preparedness (unweeded,

various stages of 
the demplot, and fields in some footae of 

in corn). They also too: 
burned, and recently planted pu-,ip he usesad, house the kerosene

Lepala des::'s father to 
the shed made by the or if Lilizs i; de: cribedl,

to sele louhe I lrc:'; l inigwell.. [I. will !,,,L[dat the U'1O of Ir. !l:lrtoen walk L:l', 
the footage include: Uots 

especially since 
v-llage secretary.this shed with the 

2. P3A meetin
1 oF th nlpparolt lack of 

l for 1:h 13tIh ;I3 a re.;tt t. 
A muetin;. tvi:; c:lii !,'ot al.. t1v 'armerL 

iln the previou SiaLurdlay.
metin. hl hoursintOreqL ill the who lid -ittnd w. ,ru -) 

thI 1..ljOl it.) OC those 
for that Mllld nappeared 



tile Ileat of ho -A 
to a less vociferous ext-eut,

late. The kepala desa and, 

were very angry about this. 

The June 13 meeting started about 2 hours late, but by the time it had 

the 25 farmers or their representatives had arrived. The 
begun about 22 of 	

-if pride inl tile demplot
kepala desa berated the assembled men about their lac! 

fulfilitheir responsibhli
and threatened them with punishment 	 if they did not. 

part of the Lrri-toill :;yt lngol, 
ties to prepare their land, keep their 

the fence that surrounds the demplot. (Pun
to finish constructingorder, and 

on a village construction project.)
 
ishment probably would be compulsory labor 

The agricultural extension worker (PPM) gave 
a longer version of the 

advocates a system of landplanting
the previous meeting. lie 	 of the

talk he presented at 	 follow the contour 
of l/2mnx3/4m. that 

fixed intervalscorn at 
The latter simply involves planting
rather than the local "matahari" system. 


Im,x 1/2m. in lines running directly east to west. This 
corn at intervn1 o nf 

method is thought to maximize the amotunt of sunlight that strikes tile plants.
 

Hari, llowever, this i.sunn':ceS:;iryilCethodand PakAccording to the PPM to 
such as this part of Timer.in an area of intense sunlight 

corn rather than (other)
The PPM also discussed the benefits 	 of planting 

at idea of plantin:, corn. ily counter
vegetables. Several farmers balked the 

plant cash crops that most closeLy
part explained that P2AT wants them 	 to 

so that the pumpin-g systen cain begin to 
approximate rice in profitability 

Pak Hari has located a source ill 
pay for itself (theoretically, at least). 


behalf of the Pukdale farmer:; if
be can purchase seeds onKupang from which 

need to buy them. (Some people hav seeds from prevLous corn crops or 
they 	 / ' ! -.25t*is e:.,Je ; ivi- but. 
from previous years' purchases.) The price, IIp. 	

,g. of 
there seems to be no other alternative. On,- hectare talkes about 20
 

seeds - a Up. 5000 investment.
 

3. 	 Pump oneration 
but not eliminnted problems with the pump-

Last week's repairs have helped 
a week ago are nearly worn

fan belts that were installeding system. The new 
fact that the pulleys on the pump and 

out. This is due, very likely, to the 
rhat the fan belts, though larger than the 

are not the same size andmotor Apparently single
original ones used, are still too small for this 

system. 

in l'upang

unit Kubota pumps ordered from Java 	 for the dempot are on a boat 

harbor that has not been unloaded yet.
 

I have asked a number of times for the measurement of the pump's output
 
the current
 

and of the water level in the well. The figure Of 9-10 lps as 


output is only an estimate made by Pak Ilari and 
another P2AT staff member.
 

On the other hand, they measured
 No formal measurements have been. taken. 


the water level this week for the first time since 
January. At that time 

--the SWL was 0. Now it is 2.35 n., dropping down 
- during the rainy season 


pumping. Apparently P2AT is supposed
 
to a stable 4.35 meters after 5 hours of 
 to oversee matters
 
to take soundings each month but there has been 

no one 


of this sort until now.
 

4. Registration with SosPol
 
T bad to ho registered


On June 4, Pak Basuki informed my counterpart that 
This proce.;s
NTT and with the Governor's office.
with the SosPol chief for 

it was not necessary for me to go to 
took 4 days of Pak hari's time, though 

of the form letter that wasEnclosed is a photocopythese officds myself. 

for me to live in KVVIang, as a consiultant 

by SosPol giving permissionissued 
the SosPol letter for my husband that lists 

to P.U. (Pak Hari showed them 
longer sufficient given my job here.)
 

me as his dependent, but this is no 


5. Questionaire
 
,sche-


Once again it was very difficult to track down demplot. farmers to 


do one with the former kepala desa but only
dule interviews. I managed to 

Civen the pressure on 

because he was ill and unable to work in his fields. 

Saturday, it seemed
 

the farmers to prepare the demplot for the filming on 

I have lined up at
 

inappropriate to ask them to sit for a long interview. 


least 2 interviews for the coming week, however.
 

cc: D. Putman, ARD/WRD
 
A. Newman, ARD/WRD
 



MEMO
 

To 	 flancy M.Tumavick Date : June 23, 1985 
Chief, Water Resources Division
 

From-, 	 Suzanne E. Siskel /64I$ 
P2A'[ - Ku:)ang, NIT 

Subject : 	 Weekly Log 

Juae 16-22, 1985 

Summary of week's activities:
 

1. Status of the deinflot 
The pump has been operating steadily for at least 6 hours a day since 

the P2AT staff installed larger fail belts between the pulleys of the pump
and motor. These fan belts are a size smaller than they should be, however,"
and P2AT already has had to replace the first set that were installed 2 weeks 
ago. Apparently, the fan belts they usingare ar 	 the largest ones available 
in Kupang right now, so P2AT will have to continue replacing Lhem a.- needed 
to guarantee the continuous operation of the pump. 

.y counter.part obtained a drum of solar (diesel) fuel for tihe :,IoLor,
and this fuel is being stored and used as needed by the local putip operator.
lie has begun noting the hours of pump operation and daily fuel consumpLion
for P2AT and, as far as we can tell, is conscientious about maiUtainin: and
guardLin the machinery. Ile has not been paid anything by P2AT ytit, though
i uonth ago 'fy counterpart submitted all docum.±_nts that 1rc required in order 
to put him on P2AT's payroll. Ills salary will be Rp. 20.000/month.

All costs relating to the pumping system are supposed to be met by P2AT
for the first two years of the demplot. Nonetheless, my counterpart encount
ers many bureaucratic obstacles aliiiost every time he has to get ioney for 
diesel Tuel, oil, and gasoline; obtain spare parts; enlist ichiaCic i LO work 
on the nachinery; obtain his surat laL-. 2or oing to the field; ctc. Our 
departu'e for 	 the field is often delayed for several hours in the nomrnin':
whilt- Pak Hari Eries Lo locaLtU t'he people inI various sub-divisiuas of P2AT 
who must approve and release the funds, SUplies, documents, etc. necessary
for the mana:gemernt and Jevelop.nent of the demplot.

There is considerable activity in the demplot now. All hur 	 onu far.ncr
have (at least) be;gun preparing their fields to plant, and Mosl of tLhemn haV' 
had their corn in for about a week. The one e::cepcion is head of his sub
group of the Water users' association. The head of the 1JA told hini that
he was seLting a Kid exaaple and urderud him to begin work.ng wiJhin 24 hours 
or risk forfeiting hi: leadership positiul. The head of th P3A !:ISO told
this farner that other people would be allowed to work his )and if !: lid 
not begin to do so himself. 

2. Use of the "'Mh0 well 
The WHO dria!k in,-. water well is being used ConLinuou0ly and eclusive j,

by the kepala de l'z father on whose land it is located. !!U built a t:empurary
shed (reed walls, corru,ted metal roof) LO protect the kerosene lUmep lie -pur
chased for this well. e tells us regularly that anyoe :ay use the well 
as lon, as they pay for the fuel required to pulp Water to their land. Ac
cording to himi, no one is willi,, to do so, howevor. 

The keoala doseI's fa her was the first in tie dul;plot to plnt corn. 
lie also put in one are of peanuts as an e':periment. Ironically, his corn 
yield probably Will nut be as high as it should be because he consistently
ignores 'the extensi.o wor.,ers' :ndi my counterpart's advice on proper irria
tion procedure. lhe :i:; been uattring his corn colltinuou:;ly r:AuL lr than doili. 
so once a week as he has been advised. 



Wt! have heard some ,rumbles (but no serious complaints) from other dein
plot farmers about desa's usinS well. counterthe k.eala father the W.1hO My 
part continues to pressure me about arraning to switch this well for a P2AT 
bore elsewhere in Pukdale so that tile demplot can have tile beuefit of two 
constant water sources. lie helieves that this is a le-itimate proposal since 
most (if not all) demppot farmers already have adequate drinking water sup
plied by 2-4m. wells on land buside their homes. I have explaiiued repe!Ledly 
to Pak H1ari that negotiating with WHO is not my function and rhat such busi
ness should be handled by th P2AT staff. In fact, when Ir. liartono (Kupala 
Pengairan) visited tle Site in connection with the TVRI filmig, Pak Hari 
brought up his de:;ire to switch wells. I do not know whether Ir. Jlirtono 
(og fr. Ibasuki) i. iture:;ted illpursuing this matIter, csp ciailly ;ine P2AT 
plans to drill as :nLy :r;aevon addit joual well- on the d,-'mpLut if necessary.

'rhe former kepalil dus: of Pukdale (also a demplot memaber) told ieethat 
the 14110well it necussary as a source of drinLking water for people from tile 
hamlet adjoining the one in which the well and the demplot are located. te 
is opposed to using this well for irrigation because 1110has not formally 
granted permission to do so. lie said that the well should have been dug clos
er to the area in which water is most needed, but that there were no adequate 
aquifers there. VilO plans to pipe water from this well to orher parts of 
Pukdale, but a pump and pipes will not be installed for at leastr another year. 

3. Farmer interviews:
 

I conducted two more interviews with demplot farmers, including one with 
the head of the P3A. Ae is also head of a previously Qxisting water users, 
association for his hamlet. This organization regulates water diverted froii 
a local rain-fed river to supplement rainfall for irrigating ricefields during
 
the wet season.
 

Ocher general information has emerged from the survey: 
a) men control land and livestock
 
b) women control money
 
c) women (wives) and children are paid in the same way as hired laborers 

for working in a man'3 (husband'-s/faLher'zo) ric:2- fields 
. To explain further - according to local custom, land and cattle are owned 

by the male head of household. His wife has rights in that property if the 
husband and his family have not paid off the full. amount of the brideprice 

they agreed to provide her family prior to the couple's marriag(e. The govern

ment restricts brideprice to a maximum of 7 head of cattle or Rp. 350.000. 
Oncethe brideprice is fully ,6aid, a wife and her family have no claims to 

her husband's prop,_rty,. (A mai's sons inherit his property upon his death, 
but they may be given usufruct of their share whlm they reach aduLthood. 
Widows ud unmarried dauhteVs generally do m!othold property, but rhey are 
accorded a fixed share of their sons' or brothers' harvest nd have he facto 
rights in a portion of the men's property.) 

Wives and children usually help their husbands/fathers wtith rice faroiu:, 
especially during the plantiig and harvest periods. They are given a portion 
(usually 1/3) of the yield from the land they work or the equivalent in cash. 
This is kept separate from tile rest of the rice harvest, thoughi women (wives) 
control rice stora-e, consumption, and sale anyway. Wowiien may use thu imloney 
from their share of the rice harvest for cosmetics, clothing, household decor
ations, etc. or for pressing household needs; but both men and women state 
explicitly that men have no claim to this money. [lamy WOmen reet weekly 
household consumption needs by selling vegetables and fruit from house garleus 
in tile local OeSao !,mar!:ct. If there is a .horta~ge of cash or marcetable food
stuffs, some wolilei also make coconut oil for local sale or bake little cakes 
that are sold house to house in Pukdale. All tile Mell I have interviewed say 
that they give all money from livestock sales, payment for services, etc. 
to their wives; and they say they do not Inow how ,mluch money their wives hold. 
When they need money, even for cigarettes, they ask their wives for the amount 
necessary.
 

I have at le.: 5 interviews scheduled for next week. Many farmers have
 
been too busy to be interviewed lately because of the pressure to plant corn 

on the deiiiplot and also because of a villa-e cooperative labor requirement. 
In preparation for tile August arrival of about 100 "ABRI Hasuk Dosa" parti

cipants, tile kuliala de:; has ordered the construction of a balki desa (village 

office/meeting hall). 

cc: D. Putman ARD/W'k11,D 
A. Newman AiID/WRD 


